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Dear Dosco

There’s little by way of the Dosco memory that doesn’t 
include sport. 

While things may have changed at Chandbagh, where 
Doscos are allowed to pursue a more liberal mix of 
studies, extra-curricular and sport, the debate rages 
on in Dosco circles as to whether all sports ought to 
remain compulsory. As a Dosco with mixed abilities 
on the playing field, I particularly remember terrifying 
moments on the soccer and hockey pitches with 
seniors snarling at me to get it right. I practically had 
two left feet. Swimming and basketball were another 
story, but a particular highlight of my school career 
will forever be my mixed fortunes with cricket. 

I regularly made the runt squad or the third team 
in cricket right through my school life. That was 
until I went on exchange to Trinity College School 
in Port Hope, Ontario in Canada. The host school 
surprisingly featured cricket and a list of boys’ names 
was put up in the main school halls, suggesting who 
ought to try out for the school cricket team. I was 
told to check the board by the master-in-charge, a 
Mr Large. Scrawled at the bottom of the page I saw 
‘Imran Khan’ near my name. I forgave the mistaken 
association and promptly reported for try-outs. As I 
recall, I couldn’t even complete the series of rounds, 
but was put on the team for some reason at 10 down 
on the batting order.

Trinity’s cricket team had been participating for some 
years in a region-wide cricket tournament, which 
included school teams and men’s cricket clubs. At 
the beginning of our tour I found myself going in at 
the drab end of an innings, scoring a few runs here 
and there with a predictable cross-bat shot. But I 
was always not-out. With regular coaching, I started 

playing better shots, and my fortunes started to 
change. My scores in the tournament started rising, 
as did my order in the batting line-up. I think there 
may have been a half century in there somewhere, 
but by the end of the season, we not only won the 
tournament, but I had the highest batting average of 
the team, bagging ‘The Best Batsman Trophy’ from the 
school. In a surreal twist of fate, I returned to Doon, 
feeling confident my skills had improved and that I 
had bragging rights to sing about. Everyone scoffed. 
Everyone joked. “Ha! Canadian cricket? Good one 
Govind. Imagine if we’d sent a real cricketer.”

Undeterred I presented myself at cricket try-outs for 
house teams. I padded up and marched into the nets 
confident of my new armoury of shots that would 
send the bowlers all over the field. And then the 
leather came flying, faster than I could see, spinning, 
swinging and mercilessly chipping away at any new-
found confidence I had built in my batting skills. It 
was a tough pill to swallow, but I had to concede the 
obvious; we played cricket somewhat more skillfully 
on the subcontinent than they did in Canada.

I still have the plaque and the team tie in my bedroom 
at home though. I may have wiped out back at Doon, 
but for a non-cricketer, I’d had the rare and beautiful 
out-of-body experience of what it must have felt like 
to be the big sportsman on campus, even if it was just 
for a couple of months in a land far away.

Enjoy the issue.

Govind Dhar
192 T, 1997

therosebowleditor@gmail.com

LETTER FROM 
THE EDITOR
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Dear Editor
 
With great distress, I have learnt about Gulab not 
being with us anymore. Gulab was a thorough 
professional, dedicated, sincere and efficient. He 
was passionate to take Doon to the next level. He 
left no stone unturned to collect funds to improve 
the school. I remember him coming to meet me to 
ask about fans at concession for School!
 
I once invited Gulab to Aurangabad when I needed 
guidance on setting up a school there. While we 
worked out the nitty-gritties amongst ourselves, 
the vision, direction and the holistic agenda was 
given by Mr Ramchandani.
 
I recall Shakespeare. "His life was gentle, and the 
elements so mixed in him that nature might stand 
up and say to all the world, this was a man.” 
 
Madhur Bajaj
23 H, 1968

Dear Editor

Gulab Ramchandani was indeed a very fine person 
with great vision. When we met him at the School’s 
golden jubilee in 1985, we had many questions 
for him especially about fallen standards in most 
Schools in the sub-continent. His answers on 
how the Doon School had maintained itself was 
very satisfying. Based on his answers we were 
encouraged to start a school in Pakistan on the 
same lines. It was General Jilani, Governor of 
Punjab' who encouraged us to do this. Thus, the 
Chand Bagh School came into being.

Mustafa Anwer Husain
82 J, 1951

Dear Govind

In Baba Puri's obituary, on the reverse of the swim 
team quartet pic, Rahul Akerkar has mentioned 
that they smashed the record by 23 seconds in 
1975. I assume he’s talking about the 2x60 yards 
freestyle relay race.

In 1978 or 1979 - the H House team comprising 
Arun Gulati, Gautam Thapar, Gurvinder Singh and 
myself were told that we had smashed the record 
in the same race by the same margin. The first 
three members were senior by a year and the first 
batch of +12. Therefore, it could have been either 
of the years.

I wonder who was quicker and importantly, who 
were the real record holders?

Sunil ‘Melly’ Gupta
562 H, 1980

Dear Govind

Regarding the story on my visit to Japan carried in 
the January 2017 Nature Special of the Rose Bowl, 
my talk was to inform the growers of plants and 
flowers in Japan and the region, as to which plants 
and flowers help in cleaning up the air we breathe 
and hence are more than the sum of their look 
and scent. 

The talk expounded on our own studies and 
another done by the Central Pollution Control 
Board and Chittaranjan National Cancer Institute, 
Kolkata that showed that Paharpur Business 
Centre (PBC) was one of the healthiest buildings 
in Delhi. We have also experience that there is a 
42 percent probability of one’s Blood oxygen level 

Letters to the Editor
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increasing by 1 percent if one was to be indoors at 
PBC for eight hours or more. We also experience 
reduction of blood pressure levels and increased 
productivity.

Harvard University has published a study - 
www.thecogfxstudy.com that shows that if the 
indoor air quality levels are as follows: PM 2.5 
< 15ug/m3; CO2 levels < 600ppm and TVOC’s 
< 50 ug/m3, the cognitive ability of occupants 
increases by 299% for those who use information 
for their activities. This could be playing bridge or 
chess. This also becomes important in bedrooms 
and classrooms, if air conditioned. In short, a 
built environment can contribute to wellness, 
productivity and cognitive ability of individuals. 
This is relevant when it is our mission to build 
smart cities. Plants and flowers can help achieve 
this if the right plants and flowers are used for this 
purpose.

Best regards
Kamal Meattle
11 J, 1958

Dear Govind

Regarding excellent sportsmen who I can recall, 
do you remember Nishant Nawani? He was my 
batchmate from KB and he was house and school 
soccer captain in 1997.
 
I particularly recall our school soccer team’s trip to 
Sanawar in September 1997 for their bicentennial 
tournament. Although we were knocked out in the 
league matches, we had great memories of that 
trip. Their soccer was played on ‘bajri’ pitches and 
since we were used to our lush green pitches at 
Doon, it was quite a challenge to adapt to those 
conditions – we came back with skinned knees 
and bruises by the end of that trip. One funny 
memory was that Sunny Chaudhri, our goalkeeper 
was at the south end of the field, practicing saves 

before our match with RIMCO started. His back 
was towards the Sanawar girls (who might have 
had a thing for us Doscos, or maybe they were 
yanking our chains) and he dove - full-length - to 
make some saves, preening for their benefit. We 
all told Sunny to “take it easy yaar” but he would 
have none of it and continued to dive around. The 
end result was that Sunny was all bloodied and 
cut-up but at least his hairstyle was immaculately 
maintained throughout that sideshow. I think he 
got some fan mail from Sanawar after we returned 
to School.
 
Speaking of Nawani, he is now a very successful 
ophthalmologist with a practice in Dehradun. 
Recently, he took a trip to small village called 
Barkot in Uttarakhand on his bike along with his 
wife (also a doctor) and some other colleagues 
and they conducted an eye camp for the local 
population there. They also distributed medicines 
for which the village was very thankful. You can 
check out his YouTube page. Just search for 
Nishant Nawani. I think you can highlight his 
efforts in The Rose Bowl, if possible.

Imran Afridi
265 K, 1998

Have you Booked Your Room  
for Founder's?

Hotel rooms in Dehradun are reportedly 
rarer than a gulab jamun in the CDH. 

Please book your rooms for your visit to 
Chandbagh this October.
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Dear Editor,

I hope that you are doing well. It has been 
a long time since I contributed to the rags 
coming out of The Doon School, but the 
content pouring out of the DSOBS has become 
so dire, I thought I’d step in with a soft return to 
cheer everyone up just before Founder’s Day.
 
Imagine my shock. I was at School some 
months ago and was able to interact with 
teachers and students, without resorting 
to anti-depressants. The arrival of the new 
headmaster had brought with it a buzz about 
campus that didn’t involve the opposite sex 
or food. How much the School seems to have 
changed. Here are some of my observations.

Both the teachers and students, seem to like 
a majority of the decisions and policies of the 
new headmaster – which honestly speaking, 
isn’t conducive to a gossip piece like this. 
So if you’re reading this Mr Raggett, could 
you please ‘bring the thunder.’ Although the 
teachers echoed the view that the headmaster 
was putting a larger amount of pressure on 
them (about time!) which increases their 
workload, they felt it was substantiated by the 
switch to the IGCSE board and felt that their 
energies were being channelled well. (I suspect 
they suspected that I was writing this piece so 
gae me a good quote.)

The S and Sc-formers did complain however 
that the senior-junior hierarchy had been 
affected with the coming of the new sheriff (ie 

less ragging and favours – bah humbug) but 
they appreciated the openness, approachability 
and “chilled-out attitude” of Mr Raggett which 
probably means he doesn’t box anyone round 
the ears like HMs of old. Old Boys are probably 
calling ‘foul’ except of course if they’re parents 
of present Doscos.

There have been several architectural 
developments in school as well - a large 
portion of the khud between the Rose Bowl 
and the tennis courts has been filled in – 
covering all trace of any cigarette butts or 
disposed pauwas, um, visitors may have left 
behind in eras gone by. There is also a new 
row of masters’ houses behind Oberoi house 
running along the boundary wall, and more 
between Jaipur and Foot houses! I wonder 
if only senior masters got the hot tub and 
billiard room option. 

Sadly, I cannot poke holes in the food (not 
that bullet-proof chappatis would have 
allowed that anyway) as I had the good 
fortune of enjoying a meal at the CDH. I’m 
sure ‘good fortune’ and ‘CDH’ have never 
gone together in a sentence, but the Kevlar 
chappatis have been replaced by softer and 
hotter versions of the bread, and there’s 
an unlimited supply of butter chicken, and 
chilled mango ice cream for all! Normally 
there would have been a stampede with that 
sort of thing in my day, but clearly Doscoland 
isn’t as spartan as it used to be.

Till next time…

Roving eye returns
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OLD BOYS’ NEWS
Major RN Wahal (retd.) (92 J, 1953) was conferred 
a ‘Certificate for Outstanding Contribution’ by the 
Indian Institution of Plant Engineers at Sagar Plaza 
in Andheri, Mumbai on June 10th. Congratulations 
Major sahib! 

Mantaj Singh (204 J,1969) managed to get out 
to see the great teacher and mountain-climber 
Gurdial Singh. He reports that Guru regularly goes 
to the Chandigarh Club for bridge in the afternoons 
and that since his hip surgery in 2014 he has had 
a difficult time, with a post-surgery infection and 
chikungunya, last year. He is recovered but feels 
that life after 90 is difficult. He enjoys reading The 
Rose Bowl but missed receiving the Founder’s Day 
2016 copy!

Rohit Kapoor (850 H, 
1982), chairman and 
vice chairman of EXL 
Services was presented 
the Corporate Leadership 
Award at the American 
India Foundation at the 
New York Gala 2017. The AIF has raised over 
$120 million in the last 17 years for NGOs in India. 
Kudos Rohit!

Ishan Palit (478 J, 1987) has 
been appointed as COO of TÜV 
SÜD, one of the world´s leading 
providers of safety, quality 
and sustainability solutions in 
multiple industries. Ishan is the 
first non-German board member in the history  
of all German TÜV organisations since 1866.  
Way to go Ishan! 

Akshay Singh (152 H, 1997) 
was the cinematographer 
in the controversial but 
critically acclaimed and 
multiple international 
award-winning film, 
‘Lipstick Under My Burkha’ 
directed by Welham girl 
Alankrita Shrivastava. Nice 
work Akshay and Alankrita!

Vijai Atal (529 J, 2007) and Ajai Atal (530 J, 
2007) will attend august business schools 
INSEAD and Wharton, respectively, this year. 
Congratulations to the third-gen Doscos and dad 
Deepak (130 J, 1968).

Uncle Gurdial with Uncle Inderjit, Aunty Amarjit and Kanwal 
(10 July 2017)

The victorious DSOBS cricket team after beating Mayo  
College, Ajmer in the annual fixture at Bangalore
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MARRIAGES
Pranav ‘Pappy’ Kapur (28 J, 2002) got married to Noni Saigal in New Delhi on 19 March 2017. 
Congratulations to him and brother Ashish ‘Kapi’ Kapur (318 J, 1998) 

GATHERINGS

The Delhi Chapter of the Batch of 1970 got 
together to celebrate the award of an honorary 
doctorate to Ajay Shriram (161 K, 1970), who now 
has a PhD from the BML Munjal University. Raj 
Khosla (349 K, 1970) was the host. Those present, 
from left to right in the photograph, are Rajeev 
Seth (58 T, 1970), Ashish Bahuguna (99 K, 1970), 

Raj Khosla, Asutosh Misra (416 J, 1970), Ajay 
Shriram, Lalit Kapur (26 K, 1970), Niraj Srivastava 
(323 J, 1970) and Jasraj Singh (315 T, 1970). 
The happy faces, remnants of the dinner and the 
desert, including the commemorative cake in the 
foreground, testify to the fact that a great time 
was had by all. 

The Dubai chapter held a dinner at Vivek Prakash’s 
house on 10th February which saw a great turnout 
with 40 Doscos in attendance with their significant 
others. Vivek and Somita played gracious hosts 
to all who attended. Apart from catching up with 
each other, we also paid homage to two dearly 
departed Doscos – Shravan Swarup and Rajeev 
Lal. They were the oldest pillars of the Dosco 
community in the UAE and played a great part in 
keeping us together. They will be greatly missed 
and we remember them with much fondness. 

Row 1 (L TO R): Brijeshwar Singh Grewal (11 
J, 2002), Abhimanyu Chandra (130 J, 2002), 
Siddharth Bhandari (134 J, 2002) 

Row 2 (L TO R): Naunihal Singh Grewal (142 J, 
2003), Avneesh Sangwan (104 T, 2002), Sahil 
Vohra (56 J, 2002), Pranav (Pappy) Kapur (28 
J, 2002), Sahajbir Singh Brar (10 J, 2002), 
Soumyakant Dash (47 H, 2002)

Row 3 (L TO R): Aditya Mittal (24 K, 2002), 
Nalin Sayal (173 J, 2003), Dibakar Das Roy (39 
H, 2002), Karan Mehta (113 J, 2002), Pranav 
Shah (59 J, 2002), Rishabh Dudhoria (132 
T, 2002), Rishi Mehra (119 J), Kunal Shah , 
Savneet Singh Bagga (68 J, 2002), Jai Bhatia 
(348 H, 1999) and Karan Badhwar (7 H, 2002)
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BIRTHS
Nimai Swaroop (11 H, 1996) and his wife Katrina 
welcomed Kai Evan Swaroop into the world on 
December 20th, 2016. Congratulations guys! 

Karna ‘Koko’ Parikh (251 J, 1998) and wife Jemika 
were blessed with a baby girl Uttara on March 
29th. Congrats!

OBITUARIES
Lt Col Shardanand Khanna (43 K, 1947) passed away 
on April 20th in Dehra Dun. Our heartfelt condolences 
to all members of his family. 

Lt Col Surajit Chaudhri (42 J ,1950), brother of 
Kamaljit Chaudhri (48 J 1955), passed away on June 
17th. Our deepest regrets go out to the family.

Arvind Charanjiva (30 J, 1951) passed away, at the 
age of 81, on January 26th, in Mumbai. Our deepest 
condolences go out to the family. An obituary follows 
in this issue.

Mrs Indu Rani Singh wife of Vedniti Singh (314 
H, 1953) passed away on May 1st. Our heartfelt 
condolences to Vedniti, his brother Dhruvniti 
(309 H, 1958), son Jainiti (348 H, 1986) and the 
rest of family.

Preetinder Singh Dhillon (324 H, 1958) passed 
away on April 29th. Our heartfelt condolences to his 
wife Jane, son Yadavinder (73 H, 1989) and other 
members of his family.

Martand ‘Mapu’ Singh (222 K, 1962) passed away 
recently. We extend our deepest condolences to 
the family including brother Arun Singh (207 K, 
1959), nephews Hanut (231 K, 1991) and Anirudh 
(416 K, 1993).

Raghvendra Manglik (302 H, 1971) passed away on 
March 8th after a battle with cancer that lasted two 
years. Our deepest condolences go out to his family.

Maharaja Hanuwant Singh of Nabha (18 K, 1965) 
passed away on June 30th in Mussoorie after 
a prolonged illness. Our heartfelt condolences 
to his wife Kum Singh and all members of 
his family.

Ravindra Sinha (86 J, 1973), passed away recently. 
He had just retired from SBI as a DGM and had been 
suffering from cancer for the last six months. May 
his soul rest in peace.

Seikholen Khongsai (101 T, 1995) succumbed to 
complications from a skull fracture after being 
beaten up by hoodlums while trying to protect a 
woman from being harassed. There has been an 
outpouring of grief for the untimely loss of the 
fantastic sportsman and athlete. Our condolences  
to his family including his brother Clay Khongsai (515 
K, 1987). May Seikholen rest in peace.

Mrs Srilata Katre, wife of late Air Chief Marshal LM 
Katre (241 T, 1942) and mother of late Vijay Katre 
(44 T, 1964) passed away recently. Our heartfelt 
condolences to all members of the family.

Mrs Sushil Kanta Chaudhry, mother of Sumanjit 
Chaudhry (7 J, 1963) left for her heavenly abode on 
June 6th. Our heartfelt condolences to all members 
of his family.

Mrs Brijbala Singh, wife of Lt Gen Bhupindar Singh 
(117 H, 1942) passed away recently. Our deepest 
regrets go out to the family.
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It was a time when most of our Class of 1966, 
or COS66 as we called it, were contemplating 
their sunset years as we approached retirement. 
Not being ones to let ourselves simply slip into 
oblivion we decided to leave behind a legend of 
service to society. Twenty five years earlier, the 
Class had conceived the idea of celebrating our 
Silver Jubilee in 1991 by doing something for the 
School, a first for any Class. On the occasion we 
collected a handsome corpus and presented the 
School with an ambulance, and other financial 
support amongst relief efforts carried out by the 
boys in the earthquake affected region of Chamoli 
in Gharwal, Uttarakhand. An area familiar to every 
Doon School boy for its fabled mid-term treks. This 

effort was adopted and institutionalised by every 
successive Silver Jubilee Batch doing their bit. 

At an informal gathering, a couple of years 
before our Golden Jubilee in 2016, Kamalbir, 
Nitan, Navneet, Kai, and I mulled over what we 
should contribute for our Golden Jubilee. A Core 
Committee of the Class was set up, and after 
some deliberations, we decided to embrace a 
socially responsible pursuit, heeding the words 
of our first Headmaster, Arthur Foot, who had 
reminded our fraternity that as Old Boys we should 
never forget the less fortunate. With that noble 
idea as a foundation, we decided to help educate 
under privileged children, with a special emphasis 

Batch of 1966 
Golden Jubilee
Haripal Singh Gill
328 H, 1966 - Class Rep

COS members with spouses at The Four Points Sheraton Hotel in Dehradun (21 October 2016)
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on the Girl Child in and around the valley. For 
this purpose we proposed to create a Corpus of 
Rs.One Crore through the DSOBS (Doon School 
Old Boys’ Society).

A further two Committees were set up to raise 
the targeted amount and to mobilise these funds 
to causes chosen to assist the needy. While the 
Fund Raising Committee got busy doing its job, 
the Core Committee worked on ways to put the 
funds to the most efficient use to achieve our 
objectives, which was a mammoth task. As it 
was not in our domain to physically implement 
the idea on the ground, we decided to seek the 
help of reputed NGOs through The Doon School 
Old Boys Society (DSOBS). After an exhaustive 
search around the country and many interviews 
later we zeroed in on three organizations to help 
us realize our objective, namely, IImpact, Aasra 
and the John Martyn Memorial School. The later 

two were doing a wonderful and dedicated job in 
the valley, while the first, IImpact, was involved in 
exemplary work in Central and Southern India and 
were keen to expand their footprint North into the 
valley. Each of these organisations was driven by 
selfless, enthusiastic and dedicated individuals. 
Furthermore we were satisfied that these three 
NGO’s deserved to be selected on merit, so that 
the funds could be deployed most effectively, 
and with minimal administrative overheads. We 
are confident that, through this effort we will be 
exemplifying the ethos instilled in us at School, 
utilizing our privileged education and position, to 
give back to less privileged members of society. 
Importantly, the Doon School and DSOBS are seen 
as central to such an effort.

The Presentation Ceremony at The John Martyn School,  
Dehradun (22 October 2016)

The COS Core Committee at the Gala Dinner at Haripal 
Singh's house, New Delhi (19 October 2016)

Navneet Singh & Bharat Sahgal of COS Core Committee 
presenting the cheque to IIMPACT in Dehradun
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Our Golden Jubilee celebrations at Dehra Dun in 
October 2016 were a grand success. The Class 
raised over 1 Crore from its cohorts through the 
DSOBS. The money was channelled through the 
three selected NGO’s mentioned earlier with a 
mandate of being used along our chosen themes, 
in a manner where the benefits were identifiable, 
measurable and sustainable well into the future. 
Our effort has already seen over 600 girls being 
educated in the State of Uttarakhand, through 
the establishment of learning centres providing 
primary education. Additionally street children in 
Dehra Dun in selected locales have been brought 
into the mainstream of life, by being provided 
education, health and other programmes, which 
include the Doon Brigade to carry forward the 
Prime Minister’s message of “Swach Bharat” under 
the auspices of the Aasra Trust, who will oversee 
the cleaning of streets and garbage dumps around 
the Bindal area outside School. 

The effort involved in achieving this was 
considerable. Eight of our Class volunteered their 
time as a steering committee, and a further five 
working committees were formed to see our 
dreams turn to reality. Five summit type meetings 

were held since 2014. Several due diligence trips 
were made to Dehra Dun and other parts of the 
country to develop sustainable projects with these 
NGO’s. During the course of this entire exercise 
we were able to connect with the vast majority of 
our Class, in order to seek their involvement and 
endorsement. Frankly, we had fun contributing 
our time and effort while leaving us with an 
inspirational feeling of purpose. Unquestionably, 
we did well in our final “Trials”!

Finally it is our fervent hope that based on our Class 
efforts and experience we are able to inspire the 
future Golden Jubilee classes of the Doon School 
to support the NGOs identified by us, and thereby 
achieving the ultimate goal of their education of 
enriching lives and giving back to society.

The Presentation Ceremony at the AASRAA site camp near  
Bindal, Dehradun (22 October 2016)

The Host Arun Dua (centre) with COS members at the  
Remembrance Meeting at his farm house in Mehrauli

COS spouses & members at the Remembrance Meeting at 
Arun Dua's farm house in Mehrauli (20 October 2016)
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FOUNDER'S DAY 2017
P R O G R A M M E

Friday, October 13, 2017

10.00 hrs – 11.45 hrs
Exhibitions: Science, Art and Photography, D and T, Library, Archives, Yoga, 
Street Play, Music, Social Service display 
(Around Main Building, Art School, Library, D and T Centre, Music School)

10.00 hrs – 14.00 hrs RL Holdsworth cricket match: Old Boys vs School Cricket team (Main field)

11.00 hrs – 15.00 hrs Lunch at the Food stalls (CDH and Old Basketball Courts)

15.00 hrs – 16.00 hrs Exhibitions continue

16.00 hrs – 17.30 hrs Chandbagh Debates (MPH) chaired by The Chief Guest
Class of 1992 vs School Debating team

17.00 hrs – 18.00 hrs Refreshments (CDH)

18.30 hrs – 20.15 hrs English Play (Rose Bowl)

20.30 hrs Dinner for school (CDH). Golden and Diamond Jubilee batches  
(1957 and 1967) Dinner (The Headmaster's garden)

Saturday, October 14, 2017

10.30 hrs – 15.00 hrs Tata House Pagal Gymkhana (Skinners)

13.00 hrs Lunch at Pagal Gymkhana (Skinners)

12.30 hrs –14.00 hrs Lunch for IPSS members, invited guests and 20th, 25th, 30th batches 
(1987, 1992, 1997) (The Headmaster's garden)

15.00 hrs – 15.45 hrs Interaction of senior students and faculty with the Chief Guest
Photograph with the Faculty (MPH)

14.30 hrs – 16.00 hrs DSOBS AGM (Kilachand Library)

16.00 hrs – 16.30 hrs Refreshments for all (CDH). Tea for the DSOBS/IPSS members  
(Kilachand Library porch)

16.30 hrs – 17.30 hrs Meeting of the IPSS (Kilachand Library)

18.00 hrs – 19.30 hrs Founder’s Day Speeches and Programme. Speech and vote of thanks by 
the School Captain (Rose Bowl)

19.40 hrs – 20.10 hrs Founder’s Day Music programme

20.15 hrs Founder's Dinner (Tata House field)

20.30 hrs Boys leave with parents

Sunday, October 15, 2017

FREE
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O B I T U A R I E S

I write this within 
a few days of my 
father’s funeral. 
For me he was 
my ‘Appachan’, 
and I knew that he 
was a passionate 
environmentalist 
and had an amazing 
empathy with a variety 
of animals - some 
of which shared our 
home. My unusual 
childhood companion 

was a pet female gibbon who would watch 
protectively over me and cause mayhem from 
time to time by swinging from the ceiling fans and 
curtains. At the time, it seemed perfectly natural 
to grow up with, and learn to respect other living 
creatures in this manner.

Born into an eminent Kerala family, my father 
was the second of the three children of Dr John 
Matthai, who served successively as Railways 
and Finance ministers in independent India’s 
first cabinet. Achamma Matthai as Chairperson 
of the Central Social Welfare Board of the Govt. 
of India played an important role in helping to 
resettle refugees from West Punjab in India after 
Independence and Partition.

Though born in Chennai, my father’s love of nature 

and wildlife developed from his early childhood 
growing up in a forested family estate in Kerala. 
He understood and spoke about the ecological 
role of forests long before it became fashionable 
to do so. He understood that the loss of large 
expanses of forest through human activity 
especially in the tropical regions and uplands of 
India posed a serious threat to human welfare 
and even survival. Today there is undisputed 
scientific proof for his contentions. Along with 
many others, securing our water-catchment areas 
– our forests - was a key campaign for my father. 
However, the warnings raised by him and other 
environmentalists continue to fall on deaf ears 
because of widespread ignorance and indifference 
to the importance of ecological security.

His first job was in 1944 as a 20-year-old 
management trainee in the tea industry in Assam 
with Jardine Henderson. In 1960 he moved 

Duleep Matthai
October 18, 1924 – March 5, 2017
Arjun Matthai
86 H, 1967

Bird Watching with Dr Salim Ali (L)

With Prince Philip at the  
presentation of the WWF Award
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to Bombay initially as JRD Tata’s executive 
assistant before taking on senior roles in other 
Tata companies. Despite his busy corporate life, 
dad found time with Dr Salim Ali, the renowned 
ornithologist, to extend the conservation work 
of the Bombay Natural History Society. The two 
nature lovers became lifelong friends with their 
shared passionate interest and deep knowledge of 
India’s large variety of birds.

He became the 
founding trustee of 
the World Wildlife 
Fund in India in 
1969 and began 
to play an active 
role in promoting 
the organization 
within the country. 
He was largely 
instrumental 
in getting land 
allotted for setting 
up the WWF 

head office in New Delhi. His concerns about 
environmental degradation found resonance with 
then Prime minister Indira Gandhi, who discussed 
environmental issues with him and also invited 
him to join governmental bodies such as the 
National Committee of Environment Planning 
and Coordination and the Indian Board of Wildlife 
chaired by the Prime minister. He was also 
consulted when the Department of Environment 
was established in 1980.

As an influential figure in India’s nascent 
environmental movement in the 1970s, he flagged 
the long-term environmental risks arising from 
loss of forest cover that comes with unfettered 
industrial and agricultural development. In the 
1980s, he was appointed to the governing bodies 
of the newly-established Indian Institute of Forest 
Management at Bhopal and the Wildlife Institute 

of India at Dehradun. He was also a member 
of the Steering Committee of the prestigious 
Project Tiger, which was also chaired by the Prime 
minister. This has to date been India’s largest and 
most successful wildlife conservation project.

Later, as vice chairman of the National Wastelands 
Development Board set up by prime minister Rajiv 
Gandhi in 1985, he toured the country extensively 
- often on foot - to understand the challenges of 
restoring biodiversity including the native species 
of flora to degraded barren tracts laid waste by 
exploitative human activities. He then suggested 
aerial seeding wherever feasible, given the political 
will to make available necessary resources and 
overcome vested interests.

Professor MS Swaminathan, the eminent 
scientist and father of India’s ‘green revolution’ 
regarded him as the father of the ecological 
security movement in India and considered his 
commitment to the conservation of nature and the 
development of WWF India as “truly monumental.”

In his mid-50s, my father resigned from all his 
corporate activities to focus his energies on nature 
conservation and environmental protection and in 
doing so developed friendships with many similar-
minded people across India.

With former Prime Minister  
Mrs Indira Gandhi

On a forest excursion
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In 2001, he helped set up, and became a founding 
trustee of the Foundation for Ecological Security, 
an NGO that is actively involved in the massive and 
critical task of ecological restoration in the country 
- the “wastelands” in particular and in 2007 he set 
up on his own initiative and became a founding 
trustee of the Duleep Matthai Nature Conservation 
Trust to which he donated the majority of his 
personal assets.

He passed away, at the age of 92, in Vallabh 
Vidyanagar, Anand District, Gujarat. Personable, 
driven and determined, he helped in more ways than 
one to bring wildlife conservation to centre-stage 
at a time when most Indians were competing with 
themselves to outdo the British in the destruction of 
natural India. His primary focus then was a concept 

that was understood by the ancients in India, but 
forgotten in the melee of development post 1947 - 
that destroying forests in the name of development 
would end up exhausting the water supplies of the 
subcontinent and visit all manner of misery on our 
long-suffering peoples. He used to say then what 
many young persons now understand: "Nature does 
not need us. We need nature.”

Duleep Matthai and his younger brother Ravi (76 
H, 1942), who later was the founder-director of 
IIM Ahmedabad, were among the second batch 
to join the Doon School after it opened in 1935. 
John Martyn was their Housemaster. After School, 
Duleep continued his studies at Elphinstone 
College, Bombay University before starting his first 
job in the tea sector in Assam.

Arvind Charanjiva passed 
away at the age of 81 on 
January 26th in Mumbai. 
He played cricket briefly. 
His strength lay as a 
bowler at School. Later 
he took up tennis at St 
Stephens College, Delhi 
and began to excel at 
the game at Emmanuelle 
College at Cambridge 

University. Arvind was probably the first full Blue 
at either Oxford or Cambridge, produced by the 
Doon School. He also played tennis with distinction 
for Cambridge from 1957-58. He also represented 
the combined Oxford and Cambridge side against 
Harvard and Yale in 1958. The matches were played 
at Wimbledon and Arvind was the only player to win 
both singles and doubles matches for the British 
side. He beat Gene Scott, who represented the USA 
at the Davis Cup in 1963 and 1965. 

Interestingly, his father J Charanjiva, also won 
a full Blue at Cambridge, many years earlier 
and went on to captain the Indian Davis Cup 
team in 1932.

Other such rare father and son full Blue 
combinations from the subcontinent, included the 
two late Nawabs of Pataudi and Jehangir Khan and 
Majid Khan. Arvind’s entire professional career was in 
the Oil Industry. He joined Burmah Shell and retired, 
after 36 years, as Director Personnel, at Bharat 
Petroleum Corporation Ltd. 

A man of few words with a commanding presence, 
Arvind’s last 14 years saw him suffer a multitude 
of health issues. But his spirit never broke and he 
continued to engage with family and friends with his 
customary wit and humour. 

He leaves behind his wife, Abha and three children 
with their spouses and four grandchildren.

Arvind Charanjiva
30 J, 1951
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Doon School Student ID Book

School Cricket Team, 1958 (Arvind Charanjiva second row, furthest right)

AK Martyn's testimonial (Doon School, 1954)

Prentice Cup at Wimbeldon Harvard & Yale vs Oxford & Cambridge
(Arvind Played for Oxford-Cambridge)

Arvind and Abha Charanjiva 
at their son Arjun's Wedding 
Reception California,  
September 2003

J Charanjiva "A Prince 
Among Indian Sportsmen" 
at the Davis Cup (Sunday 
Standard)

Champion Akhtar Ali  
with Arvind Charanjiva
(Runner-Up)

J Charanjiva at Davis Cup 
Lawn Tennis Competition
(Japan vs India)

Cambridge Blues Team 1957 (Arvind, top right)
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A quaint capital city and the smallest capital in the 
world - Nuuk, with mountains, grey-black rock crowned 
with snow on one side. The ocean on the other with 
the deepest blue shimmering water. And toy houses on 
hill slopes: yellow, red, brown, mauve, pink…

We had flown in from Reykjavik in a plane that 
reminded me of my rides in the Dakota, rides in 
my youth in airplanes as ancient as time. This was 
Iceland Air’s 37-seater Q200 aircraft. A three-hour 
flight over a landscape I’ve not encountered. Ice 
floes on the ocean and rocky peaks stretching 
way beyond.

The airport, 
a stark grey 
world. A 
domestic flight 
to a domestic 
airport. No 
hustle, no 
bustle. The 
world of Inuits 
emerged. 
“No, we of 
the younger 
generation don’t 
mind being 
called Eskimos,” 
said the girl 
seated next to 

me. “The older people would object.” One story is that 
the American Indians at war with the Inuits labeled 
them as Eskimos - which meant ‘eaters of raw meat.’

“Yes,” the girl explained. “You cross the Arctic Circle 
when you go over to Ilulissat. But no, you will not see 
polar bears up there. They sometimes wander into 
town. People shoot them,” she said.

Climate change means, as the Greenland Institute of 
National Resources notes, that the world’s population 
of polar bears will very probably be reduced by more 
than 30 percent in three generations (35 to 40 years). 
For in decades to come, the regions around North 
Greenland and the Canadian islands will probably 
become a refuge for polar bears because the ice is 
expected to remain here for longer periods.

The extent of the Arctic sea ice, the study says, shrunk 
since 1979 by about 14 percent each decade. The 
most recent projections predict that by the end of this 
century, large parts of Arctic waters will be free of ice 
for more than five months in the year. Since the polar 
bears are dependent upon sea ice to reach their prey, a 
period with open waters of more than five months will 
result in a shorter hunting season with the prospect of 
longer periods of starvation.

We set out to discover Nuuk as soon as we checked 
into our stylish hotel named after the town’s founder, 
the Danish-Norwegian priest, Hans Egede. Nuuk was 
established in 1728.

With a population of 17,000 inhabitants, Nuuk is 
at the entrance of one of the world’s largest fjord 
complexes. The Inuits dominate, though the Danes 
comprise almost 20 percent of the population. The 
Danes are not much in evidence.

The Eskimos have come into their own; driving 
European models shows that they are as affluent as 
the inhabitants of Europe. We go up to a church from 
where we climb the hill to reach Hans Egede’s statue 
looking down on the ocean and the capital spread 
out beneath his feet.

As we stroll through the deserted city and silent 
houses, we come across a body of water where a 

Inuit, Reindeer and Whales
in the Arctic - I
Gautam Vohra
154 H, 1963

The port at Ilulissat - every Greenlander 
owns a boat
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woman with her baby 
feed the ducks; another 
woman with two young 
children join them, 
dipping into her bag 
and handing the feed 
to the children to throw 
to the ducks. Teaching 
their young to take care 
of nature, its birds and 
animals, the children 
appear to be enjoying 
themselves.

Iceland and Greenland are probably the only 
countries in the world which do not have a 
McDonald’s. This is because they make the world’s 
best hamburgers, or so our guide informs us. At 
Esmeralda, while Priya orders salmon tortilla, I go in 
for the Esmeralda Burger.

It is a large helping of salad, baked potatoes and a 
huge burger. I cannot tell if it is among the best I’ve 
tasted. Seems like any other burger to me. I enjoy 
the Carlsberg beer but refrain from going for another 
round; I don’t want my uric acid levels to go up, 
not in Greenland.

The Esmeralda is full of young Inuits; the affluent 
young are like their counterparts elsewhere. They 
leave most of the food they have ordered uneaten. 
Waste is the order of the day.

It is 11 pm when we emerge from Esmeralda. To us, 
it is still unreal. Daylight - endless hours of it. Never to 
see the dark while we are here, this is an experience 
that will remain in our memories.

The next day to Kangerlussuaq - up north
Approaching the Arctic and crossing into it during the 
longest day of the year, which Greenland celebrates 
as a national holiday. As we head off Kangerlussuaq, 
we are reminded that tourists have discovered the 
Arctic with a vengeance.

Greenland had almost 68,000 tourists last year. (In 
all, growth was 9.8 percent compared to 2014). This 
is larger than the population of Greenland of around 
55,000; it is the largest island in the world and is 

the least densely populated (compared to the over 
300,000 population of neighbouring Iceland).

In another small plane, a red one this time, DASH-8 
seating about 20 passengers - we glide slowly if slightly 
noisily, over the snow-bound rock cliffs as is revealed 
by a look past the wheel and the wing of our propeller 
driven red aircraft. Only small landing fields can be 
built on the terrain that Greenland offers. You have to 
clear the snow and level the rock under it. For such a 
surface, the aircraft that we are in is suitable, though 
the thought that occasionally crosses one’s mind is 
whether such flying machines are altogether safe.

It is a 50-minute ride to 
Kangerlussuaq and en 
route we have crossed 
into the Arctic. Well, the 
choice was between 
the Antarctic and the 
Arctic. We wanted 
to visit at least one, 
take a trip into the icy 
wastes of our Earth. 
While we were not 
quite up to the North 
or South Poles, the 

66 ½ degrees latitude we were fit enough to cross. 
The landscape over which we were flying was now 
turning out to be familiar : Ice and glaciers dominate 
with floes on the ocean – floating islands; dark bare 
peaks or covered with snow. 

An Inuit taxi driver dropped us to Hostel Old Camp 
which was a row of 
cabins. The other 
residents appeared 
to be adventure and 
adrenaline junkies; two 
had just crossed the 
ice cap – some 600 km 
– established a speed 
record, 10 days, in very 
tough conditions; others 
were what Kerouac 
describes in his Dharma 
Bums, aged hippies. 
All very friendly and 
into sharing.

A large ice flow viewed from  
our room

All Greenland's fauna for our  
taste buds

Fragile tundra vegetation - one 
is not supposed to walk on it
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Becoming a magician is not a 
stereotypical career choice.

I told my parents that I wanted to 
be a magician or illusionist. But in 
order for them to say yes, I had to 
make a deal with them - I would 
have to do my MBA and only then 
would I be allowed to be a magician. 
That is a lot of work ahead for me 
but looking on the brighter side, I 
will probably be the most educated magician in 
the world. 

Tell us a bit about your journey towards realizing 
your dream.

Honestly, I had no clue what to do and neither 
could anyone help me because no one in India 
knew anything about magic. The last popularly 
known Indian magician was PC Sorcar and the 
image that is stuck in our heads is that of a 
magician at a birthday party wearing a bright 
Sherwani and a turban. M problem was that I 
was trying to get into a non-existent industry, 
but that meant that I could mould and shape it 
into whatever fit for the present generation. The 
possibilities were endless. 

We live in a society today where we have been 
programmed to feel that whatever is new is 
necessary. But magic hasn’t been updated in the 
last 20 years, hence it’s losing its mojo.

How did you convince NDTV to give you a show?

We went to Dr Roy with the idea of our magic 
show. However, everyone was doubtful about 

whether the Indian market was 
ready for a stand-alone magic 
show. We were also unsure about 
what was the best way to shoot 
something like this, so Dr Roy 
suggested that we mix travel and 
magic for our show. Once the 
show got running, we got a lot of 
good reviews and the risk that we 
took paid off. 

In the show, I travel across the country discovering 
the true magic of India and also show my magic. 
This is our third season of the show. So much so 
that we came out with a magic book wherein I 
share my secrets using which you can do some 
really amazing tricks. The book also has stories 
of how I started magic in the school toyes and 
how I became who I am today because of my 
experiences in school. The book too is called ‘You 
Got Magic’. Not only will you become a really good 
magician but you will be taken down memory lane 
with stories from Doon. 

What’s the first magic trick that you learned?

My first trick was a coin trick called the French 
Drop. We try to set the bar higher with every 
episode of the show but within a given budget 
constraint (the level of magic and the budget 
go hand in hand). My personal favourite is 
mentalism, for which I use real world techniques 
like Criminal Psychology and NLP (Neuro 
Linguistic Programming). For the corporates, 
hypnosis is the best because I can make them 
forget how to read or even make them forget 
their own name. 

NEEL MADHAV

NAME: Neel Madhav | NUMBER: 348 | HOUSE: Hyderabad | BATCH: 2011

CHHOTA  INTERVIEW
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Name a magician idol.

I got inspired by Jason Randal, the world’s best 
close up magician, in 2010 when he showed me 
magic one-on-one for a whole two hours. However 
I realised early on that emulating a certain 
magician won’t do me any good. So I had to figure 
out what magic effects suit my personality the 
best and focus on them. 

What tricks did you do at school?

I only started doing magic tricks in my Sc 
form. I used to go into the toyes of the C and B 
formers and practice on them. I did get people 
out of trouble once when they were trying to 
get back in after busting. MTS and BKC were 
taking rounds and I used some magic tricks to 
distract them. 

Take us through the process of reinventing the 
old magic trick.

I think it is high time all the old magic tricks be 
revealed because that’s the only way you can 
move forward. That’s how new ideas come up. 
Technology and magic go hand in hand. And 
technology not known to man is magic. Coming 
up with new magic tricks is never a problem. 

Where do you draw the line between stage magic 
and what people like Zach King do?

Stuff that Zach King does is special effects. And 
that is only for the small screen because when 
you do look at it on a big screen, you can see the 
editing and all. But in digital Zach King is a genius. 
By the end of it, no matter what you do, if you 
make it big the public will enjoy your stuff.

Are you listed in the new Dosco Record?
Dear DOSCO

We are in the process of collecting 
and updating data for the next 
edition of the Dosco Record. Please 
do co-operate with us and update 
your contact and other details by 
filling up the Dosco Record Form 
(available on the DSOBS site). The 
completed forms may be submitted 
via email or sent by courier to the 
Secretariat (address on the back 
cover of this issue), else they 
may be submitted to your class 
representative.
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In 1948 we visited Cuttack to meet my cousins 
– the Pandit brothers, Ashok and Arvind. I was 
amazed to learn from them that for dinner at 
Doon, they did not wear kurta-pyjama as we did at 
Scindia but white “togs” (trousers) and in summer 
wore Peshawari chappals. Doscos did seem to be 
denizens of another world. They did not wear blue 
blazers but grey blazers and instead of socks they 
wore woollen stockings with black-laced shoes 
during winter. There was no system of any chits 
for wrong dress as no one was ever in any wrong 
dress. In fact, the students got a whole set of their 
clothes on the very day they joined the school 
and were thus able to attend the school in correct 
dress from day one.

I often heard from my father, references to Doon 
during his conversations with others. I had started 
forming some idea about Doon even before I 
joined the faculty there: They had a dress code for 
the staff: silver grey to coal black suits in winter 
and whites in summer. After the war, the staff was 
allowed to wear white bush shirts. In winter, staff 
could wear their club ties or school ties, otherwise 
a simple blue was permissible. No ties were worn 
in summer with even a white shirt. During his brief 
tenure, my father was, however, granted some 
relaxation by Foot to wear his Indian dress – 
sherwani and tight pyjamas – provided he stuck to 
the colour – white in summer and grey in winter. 
This was then, the Doon headmaster: reasonable 
and accommodating. 

My father had one evening some argument with 
Khastagir and was thrown out of his residence. 
However, they met again next morning and 
greeted each other but Khastagir said, “I still stick 
to my point.” Once Foot ticked off my father for 
being late en route to assembly. However, father 

had managed to reach the assembly hall in time 
as there was some difference in their watches. 
Promptly, Foot rendered his apology to my father 
after assembly. I understand that Foot was a 
towering man but one who protected the rights of 
others and respected the dignity of all. I was told 
by my father that Khastagir’s wife had got burnt 
by accident in the kitchen, and Foot himself drove 
her to Delhi. That was a mark of the real leadership 
of men who built Doon. Though an Englishman, 
he gave full recognition to Indian art and music by 
getting people like Khastagir and Shirodkar to lead 
their respective departments, the impact of which 
is still evident today. 

Preparing for my master’s examinations, I 
requested my father in December of 1961, to find 
out if Doon would accept me to teach English 
there. I was ill-prepared for my MA and wanted to 
escape the university examination. Father wrote 
a postcard to Sahi, the head of English there, who 
promptly replied that Rajbir, an old boy of Doon 
and an outstanding teacher there was about 
to leave but he was teaching economics with 
English. I could not even pronounce the word 
economics correctly. Anyway, Sahi asked my 
father to send me for an interview. Father asked 
me to carry my cricket kit as I had just returned 
from inter-university cricket matches. Rajbir was 
my schoolmate in the junior classes at Scindia and 
his elder brother had been my father’s student at 
Modern School. 

That being some inauspicious time in early 
February because of the configuration of stars, 
there were hardly any passengers on the train that 
was late by 18 hours. As I was travelling straight 
from the University I had not bothered even to 
shave in the morning. Anyway, as the train reached 

Thank God! - I I I
Amarnath Dar
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late in the evening, I had to spend the night in 
the waiting room that was crowded by girls from 
Waverly Convent all in their red blazers. 

Early in the morning I came out of the station 
to hire a tonga to Doon School driven by a hefty 
sardarji. He seemed to know the way. Instead of 
bringing me via the Clock Tower, he took me via 
Tilak Road that became a familiar path once I 
joined Doon. We crossed the Bindal Bridge and 
taking the slope leading to Doon, I hit the path 
along the wall. Sardarji explained to me that that 
was the boundary wall of Doon School – my 
dreamland! The boundary wall had a whole row 
of tress, even jamun, behind it with fields or staff 
houses, and an occasional gulmohar tree.

Slowly, we went past the Main Gate that had 
clumps of bamboo on either side. I had never seen 
such thick bamboos. We finally came to the gate 
of Tata House. The place looked friendly and quiet. 

As I knocked at the door of Sahi’s residence, he 
descended in his kurta-pyjama from the steps. I 
could never imagine that a housemaster could be 
living in such a fine apartment: The arches outside 
with a narrow-covered passage connecting his 
residence with Tata House, and the staircase 
inside! There were trees lining up the boundary 
wall and a lawn outside the double-storey house. 
This was only the exterior. I was ushered into my 
room to freshen up and get ready for breakfast. 

Sahi told me that John Martyn had driven to 
the station to receive me in the morning. I was 
taken aback with this but relieved as I was in an 
unshaven state, and not fit to be received by the 
headmaster of a school where I was appearing for 
an interview.

Prior to this I had met SP Sahi, his wife Marjorie 
and their son, Jyoti, from Doon on their vacation 
in the Scindia School in the mid-1950s. I 
marvelled then, at how such a young boy like 

Jyoti spoke such fluent English while I could 
just utter “yup” and “nope” despite being older. I 
also marvelled that a teacher from Doon had an 
English wife! It never occurred to me that Sahi 
was the HOD English at Doon and Jyoti had an 
English mother so English was actually his first 
language. I was always amused to see Mrs Sahi 
manage a conversation with my mother with 
her monosyllables of Hindi and my mother’s 
smattering of English. Yet they were all very 
considerate to my mother. My parents had known 
the Sahis long before when he was teaching Hindi 
at Vidya Bhawan with Marjorie also as one of his 
students. They got married and shifted to Scindia 
where my father, too, shifted from Doon. Their 
warmth and courtesies were remarkable.

Sahi was also accompanied by Brahmanand to 
help him improve the latter’s English. After joining 
Doon I discovered that teachers could conduct 
private lessons on their own during the vacation. 
Sure enough, when I met Brahmanand again, years 
later in Doon, he was not only proficient in English 
but also a distinguished Brigadier. He went on also 
to become the bursar at Doon, taking it forward 
during the Golden Jubilee of his alma mater. His 
nephew, Martand Singh, also became my house 
captain in Hyderabad-A. Brahmanand once told 
me that a bursar is like a shield for the HM.

Breakfast! House dining hall! The dame overseeing 
the etiquette of the boys! White cloth serviettes for 
all! Most with wooden rings and some even with 
brass! Grey china crockery and cutlery! Smartly 
dressed waiters in their whites and even a cap! 
Trophies on the shelves! All the boys smartly 
dressed in their grey blazers with their ties and 
grey trousers and white shirts.

The housemaster rang the bell, the boys said 
grace and we all sat down. I was aghast as I 
had to handle fork and knife and eat cornflakes 
for the first time in my life. I had never used 
fork and knife before and had to watch how 
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my neighbours were using them. I was used to 
taking my food with the help of my fingers. No 
one seemed to laugh or ridicule me though they 
must have been aware of my discomfiture. On 
my table were Vishwajit, Anand Bhatia, Kinty, 
Cupid, Tejeshwar and Michael Dalvi. We were 
even served marmalade and butter for our toast 
and then there was tea to wash it all down at 
the end. Dishes were all on the table and the 
boys taking their helpings themselves, but some 
students were also there acting as waiters. As 
breakfast began one boy walked up to me as 
I was sitting at the head of the table and said, 
“Excuse me, sir!” I just didn’t know what to say. 
No one had ever addressed me as ‘Sir’ till then! I 
only looked up at him. He walked over to his seat. 
So, this was Doon with its own gentle culture, 
refinement and sense of order. 

Sahi told me to go to the Headmaster’s 
Bungalow after the breakfast. There was John 
Martyn smoking his cigar, listening to some 
western classical music and sipping his tea. 
He asked me if I would like a cup of tea. His 
waiter, John, brought one for me in that typical 
grey cup and saucer of that time. He had a 
large, but simply furnished drawing room with a 
fireplace that I had not seen anywhere till I had 
come to Dehradun.

The first question he asked me, “What do you do 
during the vacations?”

“I spend my time with my parents and go round 
Netarhat – a forested plateau – and interact with 
the tribes of the area.” 

“When can you join?”

“A month after I get the appointment letter as I 
want to complete my MA as a regular candidate.” 

Just then drove in Rani of Khalsi in her large black 
car. I got up, came out and opened the door of 

the car for her and escorted her into the drawing 
room. I was surprised that someone had driven in 
so early into the HM’s residence!

“You may leave now,” said John Martyn. 

I wondered what sort of an interview that was by 
the headmaster. Just two questions!

On my return to Tata House, Sahi asked me to 
take a substitution period for C form just before 
lunch as the school-leaver from the UK was not 
well enough to take his class. I was waiting in the 
corridor at the western end of the Main Building 
when SL Sharma asked me if I was feeling cold 
and would like a sweater. I thanked him and 
declined. He was himself in a silver-grey suit and 
wore a grey sweater under his jacket. 

This was a large class room with long benches on 
steps as in a traditional lecture theatre. Raj Ratan 
even had his bookstore behind a mesh partition in 
the same classroom. 

The class asked me to give them a free but I told 
them that as I was being interviewed I could not 
do so. Even till today, despite teaching for over five 
decades, I have not given a free to any class. The 
boys had a copy each of Dragon Book of Verse 
Part 1 which luckily had ‘Cloud’ by PB Shelley. 
That was the poem that I had once recited as a 
schoolboy for an inter-house elocution contest. I 
was comfortable with it. However, I was surprised 
to see squash rackets, tennis rackets and balls, 
jerseys and even bottles of Sharkefrol on the 
tables. Later on, I realized that they had come from 
Break with all these articles against their indents. 
Half way through the class, rain came down and 
the students just ran out of the class. I believed 
that I had lost my job! 

After lunch, I was sent to the cricket nets near the 
swimming pool at the end of Skinner’s. Grounds 
were supervised by men like RD and Sheel Vohra, 
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assisted by the captains with Holdy and Kunzru 
overseeing the nets. All the players were properly 
attired in whites, even the jerseys, with nothing 
thrown on the ground. There were stands to hang 
their jerseys if not required. Holdy would not allow 
any airborne strokes. Cover drives and straight 
drives had to be played along the ground. The 
bowlers were faster than what I had faced at my 
own school. There was seriousness, sincerity and 
commitment all over. There was emphasis on 
technique and grace. Those not batting or bowling 
had to be fielding in earnest.

As the boys walked back to their houses, I found 
them to be relaxed, cheerful and friendly with all 
the courtesy. They were ‘informally formal’ which 
meant they were not stiff or artificial. Interestingly, 
they were not crossing the fields but taking the 
road that was covered with gravel bigger than 
bajri. I was told that they were replenished before 
each Founder’s Day. How did the ladies in their 
heels take to these roads?

Between Jaipur House and Chakrata Gate, there 
were a few lychee groves just as there were near 
the pavilion. I had never seen these trees and 
was equally surprised to see that no boys were 
chucking stones at them. In fact, I learnt later on 
that chucking stones was a YC offence. 

The setting sun spelt calm over Chandbagh. I 
walked back leisurely to SP Sahi’s residence in 
Tata House to get ready to catch my train back 
a little later on to Patna from where I had come. 
Dehradun station was a quiet station then. 
During my return journey to Patna, I just dreamt 
of my future in Doon and prayed that I secured a 
job there.

In my letter of appointment son after my return, 
John Martyn wrote that with my background of 
Scindia, he was sure that I would quickly settle 
down to my life in Doon. 

And the rest, as I’m told, is history.

June in Scotland is always stunning, weather 
permitting or not. We almost got caught out by the 
temperamental British weather at our recent long 
weekend away from London at the delightfully 
luxurious Gleneagles Golf Club and Hotel.

A collection of diehard golfers with some wives 
and other halves, from India, New York, London 
and Dubai, included DSOBS members Gautam 
Thapar, Ravi Bulchandani and myself. Golf 
handicaps ranged from 12 (GT and myself) to 
enthusiastic 24 ie young Ravi Bulchandani, who 
had organised the trip .

We played the three courses at Gleneagles, 
centenary championship course and then the 
superbly challenging and aptly named Kings and 
Queens courses. A round of sub-18 over is a great 
outcome on these highland courses.

In addition, we were spoilt by superb food, starting 
with smoked salmon and Champagne breakfasts. 
Of course, we overdid the Scottish liquid 
refreshments on offer and enjoyed all evenings at 
the three restaurants, one of which had a Michelin 
star. Booking well in advance is advised during the 
summer season.

Of Scotch and Golf 
Arjun Sahay 
76 H, 1973
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The 16th edition of the Inter House Cricket was 
held in March this year. Gursharan Singh (GSS - 219 
H,1968) a former House Master and the Master In 
Charge of Cricket at School, graced the occasion as 
the Chief Guest. 

Playoff Match: Hyderabad vs Kashmir

It was heartening to see the H House side turn out in 
large numbers this year. A special mention has to go 
to the ‘Khanna’ family who turned up in full force, with 
three generations at the ground led by Tishi Khanna,  
his sons Vinit and Nalin and his grandson Vihan. 

In the playoff, H House held too many guns for a 
depleted K House side, winning comfortably by 8 
wickets to enter the Semi Final vs Tata.

Kashmir: 124 for 2 in 14 overs  
(Surya Mahajan 54*, Shashvat Sikroria 20*, Apurva 
Maheswari 19, Nikhil Sharma 2/18)

Hyderabad: 127 for 2 in 12 overs (Dhruv 
Rathore 47, Harnaresh Singh 30*, Udhav Prasad 16*, 
Surya Mahajan 1/20 & Chandrashekhar Pitre 1/32)

Hyderabad won by 8 wickets

Semi Final 1: Tata vs Hyderabad
Having been put in to bat first, Tata rattled up a healthy 
total of 165 for in their allotted 16 overs courtesy some 
aggressive batting from Hemant Bishnoi , Gurshant and 
Gautam Agarwal. The wickets were shared between 
Eeshat, Vivan Rai and Nikhil Sharma.

The H House batsmen responded with an equally 
aggressive approach. Udhav Prasad and Amitoj 
punished the opposition but the T House bowlers 
still restricted them to 132, winning comfortably by 
33 runs. Gautam Agarwal with 3 wickets was the 
leading bowler. 

Tata: 165 for 5 in 16 overs (Hemant 
Bishnoi 50*, Gurshant Singh 36, Gautam 

The Sheel Vohra Memorial – 
Old Boys Inter House Cricket 2017

The teams before the start: Hyderabad (Navy), Tata (Red), Kashmir (Yellow), Jaipur (Green) and Oberoi (Blue)

Donny Singh
878 T, 1982

Dhruv Rathore (H) clips Asheet Lanba (T) to mid wicket
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Agarwal 28*, Rajdeep DeoBhanj 19 - Eeshat 
Tiwary 2/40, Vivan Rai 1/18 & Nihkil Sharma 1/32)
 
Hyderabad: 132 for 7 in 16 overs (Udhav Prasad 
42, Amitoj Singh 26 - Gautam Agarwal 3/18, Jai 
Sharma 1/8, Gurshant Singh 1/18, Aryaman 
Sengar 1/24 & Donny Singh 1/38) 

Man of the Match - Hemant Bishnoi
Tata won by 33 runs

Semi Final 2: Jaipur vs Oberoi
Jaipur House put together arguably the strongest all 
round team ever in this year’s tournament. Their new 
Captain Himmat Rana ‘instilled” a desire to win in his 
team, and his tireless and enthusiastic effort went a 
long way in achieving this objective. 

This match turned out to be a one sided affair, 
with Jaipur chasing down the easy target set by 
Oberoi comfortably. Earlier useful contributions 
from Bodhijit Ray and Adhiraj Singh help prop up an 
average score for Oberoi. Outstanding bowling by 
Arjun Khanna (4/15) and Samridh Agarwal (3/17) for 
Jaipur helped to restrict them.

The Jaipur batsmen led by Shivtaj 54 n.o. and Arjun 
Khanna 46 n.o. were the star campaigners. The win set 
up a repeat of last year’s final vs title holders Tata.

Oberoi: 127 all out in 15.4 overs (Bodhijit 
Ray 40, Adhiraj Singh 36 - Arjun Khanna 4/15, Sam 
Agarwal 3/17, Shivtaj Singh 1/30 & Shrivats 
Chandra1/36)
 
Jaipur: 129 for 2 in 13.2 overs (Shivtaj Singh 54*, 
Arjun Khanna 46* - Adhiraj Singh 1/30)

Man of the Match - Arjun Khanna  
Jaipur won by 8 wickets

FINAL: Tata vs Jaipur 
Opting to bat first, Jaipur scored a mammoth total of 
197 for 4 in their 20 overs. Four aggressive knocks 
from Arjun Khanna 45, Waseef Sherwani 41, Shrivats 
36 and Shivtaj 34 gave the Tata bowlers no respite 
with a boundary barrage was from both ends. Asheet 
Lanba 5/38 was the only Tata bowler to get respect 
including a ‘Hat Trick’. For the record, Waseef’s 
father – Midhatullah Khan Sherwani (84 J, 1979) 
and Shrivats’ father – Sandeep Chandra (92 J, 1979) 
opened the batting for house and school in 1979.

In spite of a valiant batting effort from the Tata 
batsmen (Aryaman Sengar 50*, Bishnoi 36) to chase 
down Jaipur’s mammoth score, the others didn’t 
put up much of a fight. The wickets were shared 
around with Waseef 3/30 and Kunal Sharma 2/3 
being the standout bowlers. It was a comprehensive 
victory for Jaipur, who dethroned Tata to emerge 
as Champions. 
 
JAIPUR: 197 for 9 in 18 overs (Arjun Khanna 
45, Waseefullah Khan Sherwani 41, Shrivats 
Chandra 36, Shivtaj Singh 34, Shantanu Garg 20 
- Asheet Lanba 5/38, Gautam Agarwal 2/51 & 
Aryaman Sengar 1/32)

Tata: 128 for 9 in 18 overs (Aryaman 
Sengar 50*, Hemant Bishnoi 36 - Waseefullah 
Khan Sherwani 3/30, Kunal Sharma 2/3, Nauhar 
Shamshere Rana 1/2, Shivtaj Singh 1/22 & Himmat S 
Rana 1/26)

Man of the Match - Waseefullah Khan Sherwani
Jaipur won by 69 runs

On the day, Jaipur bowlers were too good for Oberoi House

The winning Jaipur House team with the trophy. Man of the 
Tournament - Arjun Khanna (in red) is flanked by team mates
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It’s 8 am, and a group of well-heeled, well-traveled, 55-and-older 
couples have finished an invigorating yoga class in the 
Himalayan foothills of Uttarakhand. As they head for breakfast, 
they plan their day. Some will take a hike in the hills, some have 
quilting and pottery classes to attend, a couple will volunteer at 
a local NGO, and the rest will spend the day reading. A couple 
invites the others to their apartment; they all agree to meet for a 
game of bridge and drinks.  

Life is slowly and beautifully unfolding at Antara Senior Living, 
a brainchild of Tara Singh Vachani and a part of Max India. 

Spread over 14 pristine acres, Antara is a community 
for progressive seniors offering utmost quality of living. 

With its unique location in Dehradun and 
comprehensive services, there’s no better place to live 
the next chapter of a well-lived life. Here the approach 
to residents’ life goes beyond just physical health to a 

perfectly balanced care of mind, body and spirit. 

gardening and bird watching sessions. They also take the 
initiative to organise activities of their choice like book readings 
and debates. Some have even started learning ancient Chinese 
games like Mahjong! The truth is, there is no limit to what you 
can do at Antara if your mind is open to new ideas and interests.

Antara’s centrepiece, the Club also plays a pivotal role 
in providing the ideal setting for creative pursuits as 
well as community activities. The 50,000-square-feet 
clubhouse has been thoughtfully divided into activity 

zones like The Reading Room, The Bridge Room, The 
Card Room, The Creative Workshop, The Den, The 
Theatre, The Bar, various cuisine spaces, and The 

Antara Wellness Centre.

Movie nights are also becoming popular with the residents. 
Every Tuesday, Friday and Sunday, films from various genres 
are screened for residents at The Theatre. There is so much to 
do for residents at Antara and the intent is that everyone goes to 

The Lobby, Antara Dehradun

The Verandah, Antara Dehradun

Apartment, Antara Dehradun

*The project is financed by Axis Bank to whom all the property and assets are mortgaged.

To explore living at Antara, simply message 
ANTARA RB to 54242, 

or call us at +91 8860076464 / +91 9873006464 /+91 9873936464
www.antaraseniorliving.com 

We are now open, 
Scan here to watch 

the video.

If  you do not have a QR 
Scanner, you can download it 

from the Play Store or App Store

It’s been barely four months since Antara opened its doors, and 
one can’t help but wonder if residents are missing their lives 
back in the city. After all, it’s a big decision to leave behind their 
home, friends, neighbours, and embrace a new life. Though 
family and friends can always come visiting or join them in their 
small and big celebrations.

Mrs. Neena Nehru, a Resident is overwhelmed to be at Antara. 
"Just a few days ago I was in the mad rush that is Delhi/NCR 
with its unmanageable traffic, noise and pollution. Now I'm here 
– utterly relaxed, at home and at peace."

Indeed, Antara has defined a new way of living for 
many. It’s a unique space for individuals who believe in 

a rich, fulfilling life with multifaceted pursuits. The 
community layout, group activities and individual 
pursuits at Antara have been tailored to enhance 

wellness for the residents. Antara’s Resident 
Engagement team ensures that residents are always 
engaged in activities of one kind or the other – from 
swimming and gymming to art and creativity, that 

encourages their body and mind wellness.

Antara also offers a platform where residents forge new 
friendships and enjoy shared interests, that play a significant 
role in their social and emotional wellness. Events such as 
wellness talks, musical evenings, culinary sessions, life 
coaching etc. help further in the bonding process. Avenues to 
acquire new skills like learning photography or a new language, 
or volunteering at local NGOs, promote residents’ intellectual 
and occupational wellness. 

While few residents draw their sense of purpose from social 
work, there are residents who find peace in heritage walks, 

Live the experience at Guest Rooms & Suites
Antara isn’t just a community but a way of life that 

one has to experience to truly appreciate. The Guest 
Rooms and Suites let you do just that. Equipped with 
all kinds of facilities, and with access to The Club and 

The Wellness Center, along with complimentary 
breakfast and more, they give you a glimpse of life at 
Antara. Come stay with us – absorb the vibe, enjoy 

the services and relish the experience.

ANTARA: A BEAUTIFUL   NEW BEGINNING

bed happily exhausted after a day of activity, of meeting 
like-minded people, and just doing the things that residents have 
always wanted to do. They wake up energized and fresh, with a 
sense of purpose – to live in the moment.

size: 17x11 (0.5inch both side, 0.75 gutter space)
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It’s 8 am, and a group of well-heeled, well-traveled, 55-and-older 
couples have finished an invigorating yoga class in the 
Himalayan foothills of Uttarakhand. As they head for breakfast, 
they plan their day. Some will take a hike in the hills, some have 
quilting and pottery classes to attend, a couple will volunteer at 
a local NGO, and the rest will spend the day reading. A couple 
invites the others to their apartment; they all agree to meet for a 
game of bridge and drinks.  

Life is slowly and beautifully unfolding at Antara Senior Living, 
a brainchild of Tara Singh Vachani and a part of Max India. 

Spread over 14 pristine acres, Antara is a community 
for progressive seniors offering utmost quality of living. 

With its unique location in Dehradun and 
comprehensive services, there’s no better place to live 
the next chapter of a well-lived life. Here the approach 
to residents’ life goes beyond just physical health to a 

perfectly balanced care of mind, body and spirit. 

gardening and bird watching sessions. They also take the 
initiative to organise activities of their choice like book readings 
and debates. Some have even started learning ancient Chinese 
games like Mahjong! The truth is, there is no limit to what you 
can do at Antara if your mind is open to new ideas and interests.

Antara’s centrepiece, the Club also plays a pivotal role 
in providing the ideal setting for creative pursuits as 
well as community activities. The 50,000-square-feet 
clubhouse has been thoughtfully divided into activity 

zones like The Reading Room, The Bridge Room, The 
Card Room, The Creative Workshop, The Den, The 
Theatre, The Bar, various cuisine spaces, and The 

Antara Wellness Centre.

Movie nights are also becoming popular with the residents. 
Every Tuesday, Friday and Sunday, films from various genres 
are screened for residents at The Theatre. There is so much to 
do for residents at Antara and the intent is that everyone goes to 

The Lobby, Antara Dehradun

The Verandah, Antara Dehradun

Apartment, Antara Dehradun

*The project is financed by Axis Bank to whom all the property and assets are mortgaged.

To explore living at Antara, simply message 
ANTARA RB to 54242, 

or call us at +91 8860076464 / +91 9873006464 /+91 9873936464
www.antaraseniorliving.com 

We are now open, 
Scan here to watch 

the video.

If  you do not have a QR 
Scanner, you can download it 

from the Play Store or App Store

It’s been barely four months since Antara opened its doors, and 
one can’t help but wonder if residents are missing their lives 
back in the city. After all, it’s a big decision to leave behind their 
home, friends, neighbours, and embrace a new life. Though 
family and friends can always come visiting or join them in their 
small and big celebrations.

Mrs. Neena Nehru, a Resident is overwhelmed to be at Antara. 
"Just a few days ago I was in the mad rush that is Delhi/NCR 
with its unmanageable traffic, noise and pollution. Now I'm here 
– utterly relaxed, at home and at peace."

Indeed, Antara has defined a new way of living for 
many. It’s a unique space for individuals who believe in 

a rich, fulfilling life with multifaceted pursuits. The 
community layout, group activities and individual 
pursuits at Antara have been tailored to enhance 

wellness for the residents. Antara’s Resident 
Engagement team ensures that residents are always 
engaged in activities of one kind or the other – from 
swimming and gymming to art and creativity, that 

encourages their body and mind wellness.

Antara also offers a platform where residents forge new 
friendships and enjoy shared interests, that play a significant 
role in their social and emotional wellness. Events such as 
wellness talks, musical evenings, culinary sessions, life 
coaching etc. help further in the bonding process. Avenues to 
acquire new skills like learning photography or a new language, 
or volunteering at local NGOs, promote residents’ intellectual 
and occupational wellness. 

While few residents draw their sense of purpose from social 
work, there are residents who find peace in heritage walks, 

Live the experience at Guest Rooms & Suites
Antara isn’t just a community but a way of life that 

one has to experience to truly appreciate. The Guest 
Rooms and Suites let you do just that. Equipped with 
all kinds of facilities, and with access to The Club and 

The Wellness Center, along with complimentary 
breakfast and more, they give you a glimpse of life at 
Antara. Come stay with us – absorb the vibe, enjoy 
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REMEMBERING 
GULAB
Amarnath Dar

The divine pavilion has several distinguished 
Doscos and former faculty members in their stand 
including some of its illustrious headmasters. 
They must all be enjoying celebrating Golden 
Nights with much fervor, talking about the mid-
term breaks, and what went right with this 
wonderful school because of them and what went 
wrong despite them. They are all there ready to 
welcome Gulab. My daughter informed me this 
morning, “Mr Ramchandani passed away!” 

The latest one to wrap up his innings, Gulab was 
the first Old Boy to head his alma mater as well as 
perhaps the first non-academician to lead a school 
of the eminence of Doon in our country. Prior to 
leading Doon, he was the executive director of 
Blue Star and had already been on the Board of 
Governors of Doon for some years offering inputs 
of financial nature. He also had both his sons 
Vivek and Viji in Jaipur House. 

Every school has its ups and downs – and so does 
Doon. In their wisdom, the Doon School Board 
invited Gulab to take over the reins of the school 
so as to get it going smoothly by setting right its 
financial contours and improving its systems. 
Together with this, Gulab worked in his own style. 
After all, different heads do have their own styles, 
don’t they?

To begin with, we, on the faculty, were quite 
amused with this choice of a man from the 
corporate world invading the academic world.

Before actually starting his operations as the 
headmaster at Doon, Gulab had attended the 

annual Headmasters’ Conference in Sandur 
and had also visited some schools in the UK. 
In his very first meeting with the housemasters 
in the Arthur Hughes Guest House (now gone), 
he shared how the senior heads of the public 
schools had patronized this ‘new head’ and 
rendered their advice. People do not realize that 
Doon operates on an ethos that is different from 
all others that is neither British nor Indian but 
has been human from the very beginning. It does 
not imitate any other model and has established 
its own clear identity and ethos. Yes, some of 
these heads of public schools have their own 
patronizing ways that can be irksome as we 
all have our strengths and weaknesses. Gulab 
understood this clearly.

About his English yatra, he certainly admired the 
democratic structure of Doon what with its Weekly 
magazine and the School Council: I had to remind 
him that Doon also believed in human dignity and 
trust in its people unlike most schools in the country. 

As the days passed, we found that Gulab had his 
distinct agenda, his idiom and his lifestyle. There 
was no doubt, however, that he was wedded to 
the school. How could it be otherwise having been 
himself a student at Doon and then its governor 
and later also a parent? We were slightly amused 
that he had installed an AC in his study, but then 
wasn’t he a Blue Star man, we thought?

Interestingly, Gulab had been my father’s student 
soon after the school began and father was filling 
in for Moin who was away on study leave. Then 
I went on to be a teacher of Vivek and Vijit, and 
a little later Gulab became my headmaster. It 
turned out to be a rewarding association. I slowly 
learnt promptness and clarity of response as also 
accountability in a written form. We, the faculty, 
had to do more than academics and pastoral 
care as we needed to learn to plan and deliver 
various responsibilities.
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It was no more a simple paper to the accounts 
office stating the amount drawn, money spent 
and the names of the boys among whom the 
expenses had to be divided. We had to attach 
receipts and boys even had to plan out their 
expenses. We scoffed at some of this to begin 
with as it was never done in Doon before, but soon 
appreciated the importance of financial planning 
and accountability for the sake of clear auditing of 
school accounts.

I cannot forget some roles that he performed on 
the school stage for the staff entertainment. He 
was very sporting. Why not? He played his tennis 
with skill and hockey with enthusiasm. He had 
made his residence out of bounds after 8:00 pm. 
Yet, when he once found two boys had vanished 
from the school, he arrived at my residence around 
9:00 pm with his red bucket torch. How would 
I know the whereabouts of these boys for they 
were in holding house? We drove up to Rajpur 
to the house of the grandmother of one of the 
boys. No sign! We then went to the SP’s house 

to track the naughty pair down from Dehradun 
to Delhi. No sign! We were back in Chand Bagh 
around 2:00 am.

Gulab arrived at my residence the next day around 
9:45 am to take me to the bus stand and pushed 
me into the moving deluxe bus for Delhi. That 
was Gulab: committed to his task with trust in 
his colleagues and faith in the ethos of Doon. 
You could not blame others and worked through 
your conscience. He had been informed by the 
grandmother of one of the boys that the boy had 
reached his other grandmother in Mehrauli around 
2:00 am while the father had flown in around 3:00 
am from London and both had been tucked into 
separate rooms. My crime was that the father had 
been my senior in Scindia!

He took us out of the days of cheques to the days 
of coupons. He got us to run the boys’ bank as 
part of SUPW. He introduced the quota system in a 
planned way and created several new squads like 
Chair Squad, Film Squad, Stage Squad, Generator 
Squad, etc. for SUPW. All this had to be duly 
recorded in a boy’s end of term report apart from 
midterm, good chits, bad chits and YCs, books 
read, teams represented, etc. He had introduced 
some method in this report writing. He had created 
another small office for himself on the first floor in 
its eastern corner where you were not supposed to 
disturb him. 

There was vigorous planning by him and the board 
for Doon School II with even a designate HM 
decided for it. Good that it did not come off, so 
Doon has no sibling other than Chandbagh School 
in Pakistan. Nevertheless, Oberoi House and MPH 
came up in his tenure. He also had the privilege 
of presiding over a very successful Golden 
Jubilee with our own Rajiv Gandhi, then the PM, 
as the Chief Guest. For the first time, we had the 
speeches and the dinner on the Main Field. The 
show itself was in the Rose Bowl.
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Till Gulab arrived, the faculty was given its initials 
by the man making the time-table. So, I became 
AD from Amar Nath Dar as there were already 
KD (Kandhari) and RD (RD Singh) from day one 
there. However, Gulab got us all to have three 
letter initials so I was made AND. Nevertheless, I 
retained my original initials AD as I was so used to 
it and so was the community. 

May God help his soul to rest in peace!

HEADMASTER 
RAMCHANDANI
Rathhin Mathur
23 H, 1989

I have many memories of Gulab Ramchandani, 
the most illustrious being that he reluctantly 
handed me my seventh Red Card. His reluctance 
on account of the fact that I would be breaking 
his earlier held record. (A Red Card is the Doon 
School punishment for rueful academics.) And yet, 
he was one of the finest headmasters the Doon 
School ever had. A man who spent his career in 
the refrigeration industry became the model of the 
education industry. Today as he is no more, I can't 
help but think of the larger than life impression he 
had on me, my friends, my cousins. And why?

I think it’s because he inculcated in us the simple 
dictum, “What you think is worth having, is worth 
fighting for.”

In 2014, when I was making a film to 
commemorate the 25th year of our graduation 
from Doon, I called Gulab’s son and asked him 
to request Mr Ramchandani to say a prayer to 
camera. When I began to shoot, the moment was 
a burst of deja vu. In his trademark, gruff voice and 

carefully built casual demeanour he demanded, 
"Huh, now what the bloody hell do you want, 
Mr Mathur?" 

I think this wasn't just a prayer he read to camera, 
it was his message to Doscos - students, teachers, 
parents, friends. Goodbye Grumpy. I doubt you 
will rest in peace. You must be putting those 
extraordinary organizational skills to use, sorting 
the chaos out in heaven.

A FRIEND TO 
REMEMBER 
Amena Jayal

“When you say goodbye to your friend, it should 
not sadden you. Just as a climber can see the 
mountain more clearly from the plains your friend’s 
absence may make it clear to you what you miss 
the most about him.”- Khalil Gibran

This struck me rather forcibly some time after 
Gulab’s son, Vivek called to say in his customary 
straight-talking way “I’m afraid I have some 
bad news for you – Dad died.” Initial shock has 
given way to remembrance of the five decades 
of Ramchandani-Jayal friendship that survived 
whatever life chose to throw at us. And not only 
survived, but thrived and grew stronger.
  
Memories of those years are warm, and 
refreshingly free of sadness. One by one, little 
endearing memories of Gulab come to mind. 
Like the night he and his wife, my new friends, 
treated me to dinner at Firpos, ‘the’ place to go 
for fine dining, superb chocolates and memorable 
entertainment in Calcutta of the 1950s. I vividly 
recall the way his rather stern face softened as he 
gazed enraptured at Pam Crain, singing Que Sera 
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Sera in a voice as lovely as she was. For that one 
enchanted evening, Gulab was a schoolboy again.
  
Then there was Gulab’s fondness for particular 
sweets, marshmallows, jujubes, Smarties and more 
- he loved them all. You could gauge the largeness 
of his heart by his willingness to share the best with 
close friends and family. I can still hear his gravelly 
voice urging me to ”C’mon don’t be shy. Have 
another. One’s unlucky.” As a life member of his 
sweet-sharing inner circle, I felt great.

Gulab not only had the courage of his convictions, 
he faced potentially dangerous situations because 
of them. I saw an example of this during a rather 

dramatic situation involving a large and elusive 
fully-grown Cobra that had been terrorizing the 
domestic staff living on the compound. One 
evening, during a wonderful weekend stay with 
him and Ratnoo in Dehradun, someone from the 
staff quarters came up to the house to ask him to 
deal with the menace. Without a second thought, 
he accompanied the man and poked around 
for a while with a large dunda, expecting a large 
goggle-eyed hooded serpent to dig its fangs into 
him at any moment. After some time, a small 
brown snake slithered out and sped away. Was it 
very large and frightening with fangs? No. Was it 
a juvenile cobra? Probably not. But Gulab didn’t 
know that, did he, when he went after it armed 
with nothing but a stick and the Ramchandani 
brand of courage.
 
This bunch of memories wouldn’t be complete 
without some mention of Gulab’s favourite pre-
lunch weekend ritual: concocting lethal, slurpa-
licious Bloody Maries which he knew he made 
better than anyone else could. No advice was 
acceptable in the making. No ingredient was ever 
changed. And the only praise we were expected 
to offer was to ask for a refill. I can vouch for his 
avowed opinion that the best place to enjoy a 
Ramchandani Bloody Mary was at Shamrock, the 
Ramchandani cottage in Mussoorie. 

Habitual consistency and integrity of purpose 
made Gulab very easy to be around, especially for 
long-term friends who didn’t live in Dehradun. We 
always knew where we were with him as he never 
blew hot and cold and it helped that he always 
looked and dressed the same. No outlandish 
hairstyles, no ultra-mod fashion. Just the same 
dapper cool dude, with the same wide welcoming 
smile, same warm hug, same promise of the good 
times waiting for us at his home. Why would 
anyone who really knew Gulab, ever stop missing 
him? I most certainly never will. So, here’s to you 
old friend. It was a joy to know you. God speed.
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The DSOBS has declared a laudable goal - in the 
words of our first headmaster, Arthur Foot that the 
graduates of the school must be "an aristocracy of 
service".

The concept of service as an essential element 
of the curriculum stems from the educational 
philosophy of Kurt Hahn, a friend of our former 
headmaster, John Martyn. I was delighted to find, 
in my few conversations with our new headmaster, 
Matthew Raggett, that he is also steeped in the 
Hahn tradition. We now have an opportunity to 
change the public perception of the Doon School 
to one of a service-focused institution.

Many Doscos have done great charitable 
works, and continue to do so - some with family 
foundations and trusts, others with more humble 
efforts. These need to be enumerated and 
publicized. Here is one very effective avenue 
of social service that could help change public 
perception while providing tangible value to 
society at large.

After 47 years at School, 35 as headmaster, John 
Martyn retired in Dehradun. In the last years 
of his life, with his wife Mady, they came to the 
conclusion that the most neglected element in the 
Indian educational system is primary schooling. 
They believed that without this foundation, later 
educational efforts are severely handicapped. And 
with most government schools at this level being 
dysfunctional, the less affluent segments of our 
society are left without recourse.

A DSOBS Legacy 
for Eternity
Dilsher Virk 
140 K, 1959

The School Campus

Sir David Goodall, The British High Commissioner to India 
laying the foundation stone for the school (1988)

Early days: Mady Martyn with the village children
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When Mr Martyn passed away, this firm 
belief in the importance of primary education 
resulted in Mady Martyn; with the help of Gulab 
Ramchandani, Vijay Lakshmi Pandit and others; 
setting up the John Martyn Memorial Trust. The 
primary aim of the trust was to start a prototype 
charitable primary school that would serve as a 
model for others to follow. Land was found near 
the village of Salangaon, and in fact a part of the 
present campus was donated by the villagers.

The school, now 30 years in operation, has seen 
generous donations and contributions from Old 
Boys which in turn has played a significant part in 
its success. We are deeply grateful for this support 
- without it the school would cease to exist. But 
more needs to be done as the school is still living 
from hand-to-mouth.

To date, the Martyn School has sent eight 
scholarship students to the Doon School. The 
success of these students is proof that their 
educational foundations were soundly laid. A 
foundation that has enabled them to overcome the 
vast cultural gap between their humble upbringing 
and the elite culture of Doon. We need to preserve, 
improve and replicate this model. 

What we need to sustain and expand this great 
Doon School success story:

The school has 185 students from 20 surrounding 
villages in the foothills north of Dehradun. Our 
operating cost is between 45 and 50 lakhs per 
year. One half of our costs are covered by a single 
very generous Old Boy. We cover the remaining 25 
lakhs with miscellaneous donations, mostly from 
other Old Boys.

1. We need a stable source to cover these 
50 lakhs. Our hope is that the DSOBS will 
achieve this either by guaranteed continuous 
contribution or by increasing the corpus from 
the current amount to one crore.

2. We need to increase the salaries of our staff to 
attract and retain more qualified people.

3. Our school pass outs need financial support 
for the next two years to bridge their entry to 
secondary schools. (Doon, Welham Girls etc.)

4. The students who pass out of secondary 
schools, need sponsorship for their vocational 
or, in exceptional cases, university education.

Kindly refer to the JMMS website at  
www.martynschool.com

Dilsher Virk with guests at a school function

The School's Founder's Day is very special as there are 
numerous performances put-up by the students
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This year the Old Boys’ Inter House Football kicked 
off over the last weekend of July. The tournament 
was played as a round robin format with all 
five houses competing against each other for 
maximum points, with the top two teams (with the 
most points) at the end facing-off in the final. 

Saturday 29th July saw the Old Boys kick off the 
first round of games. The scores were as follows:

ROUND 1:

J vs T : 3 – 3 
In the very first game Jaipur house faced Tata 
house in a tight game that ended in a draw. Initially 
going ahead by one goal, Jaipur took control of the 
game leading 3 – 1 in the later stages, only to have 
it taken away by a dogged Tata house team.

O vs K : 11 – 0
Oberoi house was up next and dealt a hammer 
blow to Kashmir house. Stand out performances 

from Vahin Khosla (2011) and Yuv Khosla (2013) 
as the brothers commanded the field and took the 
game to the next level.

ROUND 2:

O vs H : 6 – 2 
Oberoi house emerged victorious in the next round 
comfortably dispatching Hyderabad house. 

J vs K : 8 – 1
Jaipur house upped their game in round 2 
convincingly beating Kashmir house. A brilliant 
overall performance gave Jaipur a massive needed 
victory.

ROUND 3:

J vs O : 2 – 2 
Jaipur house was held to a hard fought draw, this 
time around being held off by Oberoi house whose 
resilience paid off and enabled them to claw their 
way back into the game after going behind twice. 

DSOBS 
Inter House Football 2017
Karam Rai Mehra
184 J, 2003

Karam Rai Mehra (J) dribbles past a hapless Tata defender

Kashmir players converge to stop a threatening Oberoi move
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H vs T : 2 – 1
Hyderabad house notched up their first win. This 
time at the hands of Tata house in a thriller of a 
game which saw them edge out Tata house by 
one goal.

Sunday 30th July, the tournament continued in 
much the same enthusiasm as day 1.

ROUND 4:

T vs K : 8 - 0
Tata house gave Kashmir house a resounding 
hammering after a disappointing day 1. Kashmir 
couldn’t hold off a rampant Tata house attack. 

J VS H: 1 - 2
With the competition going down to the wire, in 
a must-win game for either side, Jaipur house 
succumbed to pressure and were beaten by a 
confident Hyderabad house team who edged them 
out to put one foot in the final. 

Round 5:
 
H vs K : 8 - 1
Hyderabad house booked their place in the finals 
of this year’s competition for the first time by 
comfortably dispatching a tired Kashmir house to 
make it 3 wins in 4 games. Kashmir house felt yet 
to register a win.

O vs T : 3 - 3
In the final match of the round robin, Oberoi house 
made it through to the final without a loss in 4 
matches, drawing their last game with Tata house. 

FINAL: H vs O : 3 – 3
The final was a face-off between the best two 
teams - Oberoi house and Hyderabad house. The 
first half saw Oberoi house take the lead through 
a brilliant goal from Vahin Khosla (2011). The 
second half saw Hyderabad press on and score 
2 goals to take the lead. Oberoi house put one 
back through Yuv Khosla (2013) and game was 
tied once more. However, Hyderabad house did 
not give up and quickly scored another to take 
the lead once again. Oberoi was not ready to 
concede defeat and pulled one back to even it 
up once again as the clock ran down. The final 
ended in a tie and sudden death penalties was 
to be the decider. Hyderabad house emerging 
victorious in the penalty shoot-out 5 – 3 to 
bring home the Inter-House trophy for the very 
first time in this year’s edition of the Old Boys’ 
Football Tournament. 

Hyderabad puts one past a tight Tata defence 

Even Stevens: Tata vs Oberoi was a keenly contested game

Hyderabad on the charge against Jaipur
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On 15 February 2017, during the biennial Aero India 
international air show held in Bangalore, I got a 
call informing me that I would be flying in a two-
seat Saab Gripen, the Swedish Air Force’s frontline 
fighter. I’ve tried to capture in words (and the odd 
photograph) what that incredible experience was like

“Arm seat,” says a voice in my ear. This is the point 
of no return, as I head to Yelahanka’s 3-kilometre 
runway in the rear seat of a Saab Gripen D, tail 
number 830. I depress the catch that secures the 
ejection seat arming mechanism and push the 
switch from the ‘safe’ position to ‘armed.’ This 
simple action, more than anything in the past 
ninety-odd minutes of briefings, drives home the 
reality of what is about to happen.

“Seat armed,” I reply, trying my damndest to sound 
like a fighter pilot. I am not certain I succeed. 

Waves of heat radiate off the asphalt runway, baked 
by the midday sun. Holding short to the north side 
of the runway as we line up are two Tejas LCA 
trainers, readying to depart after us. Behind us and 
lined up to the right of the centreline is another 

two-seat Gripen D. We wait for what seems like 
an eternity, made worse by the nerves that seem 
to amplify the discomfort of my g-suit. In reality it 
was probably only a few seconds from line up to 
ATC (air traffic control) clearance for take-off. My 
pilot, Saab’s Wing Commander Flying, Hans Einerth, 
doesn’t waste time or words – he releases the 
brakes as soon as ATC gives him the word. 

This is not so bad, I think to myself. My anxiety 
begins to subside as we gather speed in much the 
same way as an airliner. 

Then suddenly I’m slammed back into my seat by 
a force that can only be described as a good hard 
kick in the pants. Oh. That’ll be the afterburner 
then. Having experienced a catapult launch 
from the deck of a US Navy aircraft carrier in the 
recent past (USS Theodore Roosevelt in October 
2015), I have to admit the take-off was only the 
second most visceral acceleration I have ever 
felt, but the deceptive nature of the afterburner 
engagement versus the complete and utter 
sensory overload of a cat shot makes this a much 
more enjoyable experience!

Flyer Fighter
Angad Singh
28 T, 2008

Walking out to the aircraft with the Saab Gripen D's Wing 
Commander Flying Hans Einerth. My ‘Top Gun’ moment!

Flying in formation over Bangalore
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We are airborne in moments, pulling smoothly 
upward along the runway before banking into a 
sharp right turn heading south and away from 
Yelahanka. For a few seconds Aero India 2017 is 
visible in its entirety from on high – the crowds, 
hangars, outdoor displays and dozens of parked 
aircraft – until we level out and head out to our 
designated ‘play area’ far from the base.

The Gripen Experience
Shortly after take-off, Gripen 837, piloted by 
Swedish Air Force Captain Fredrik Barske with 
Times Now Senior Editor Srinjoy Chowdhury in 
the back seat formed up on our wing. We climbed 
together as Fredrik flew his aircraft around 
ours, giving me a series of incredible views of 
the Gripen in flight. When we reached our play 
area, Hans and Fredrik carried out a spectacular 
display of precision flying, conducting aerobatics 
in formation. My g-suit caught me by surprise 
the first time it inflated – I was not expecting 
anything near as rapid, and the pressure was quite 
uncomfortable! Within a few minutes, however, 
I learned to anticipate which manoeuvres would 
lead to suit inflation and to his credit, Hans 
seemed to know exactly what I was and was not 
ready for. The ‘sick bag’ that had thoughtfully been 
placed in a pocket on the right leg of my flight suit 
remained unused!

After the formation aerobatics, the two aircraft 
split up to head to separate sections of airspace 
near Yelahanka, specially designated for 
demonstration flights during Aero India 2017. 
There, Hans showcased some of the ‘head down’ 
capabilities of the Gripen, cycling through various 
displays on the three multifunction displays 
and demonstrating the radar in air-to-air and-
to-ground modes. Albeit without any first-hand 
points of comparison, the air-to-air radar range 
was singularly impressive. We were able to detect 
and track airliners flying off the east coast of 
India – a range comfortably in excess of 300 km! 
Hans showed me how to use the throttle grip to 
move the cursor on the radar display to select a 
target and engage it with a simulated missile. He 
then switched the radar to an air-to-surface mode, 
which immediately displayed the heavy traffic 
on National Highway 44, the primary north-south 
highway in the state of Karnataka. Again, Hans 
guided me through a mock air-to-ground strike 
with a simulated satellite-guided bomb. Upon 
selecting a target, a green circle was displayed on 
the map, enclosing both the target and the launch 
aircraft (us). The circle denoted the area in space 
from which the bomb could be released and still 
relied upon to hit the target, and was calculated 
based on the launch platform’s speed and altitude. 
I clicked the trigger saw a simulated bomb 

All grace and power - getting airborne on the Saab Gripen D from Yelahanka
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disappear from the weapon status screen on the 
left hand display.

After the sensor and weapons demonstration, 
Hans asked if I was up for some aerobatics. I 
answered in the affirmative, and he immediately 
put the aircraft through some breathtaking (if 
utterly gut wrenching) moves. The formation 
aerobatics from earlier in the flight were obviously 
an order of magnitude gentler! Civilians generally 
tend to be slightly in awe of fighter pilots, but this 
took my respect for the men and women in the 
profession to new heights. I was not at any point 
unable to handle the aerobatics, but essentially 
was no more than a passenger in the back seat 
without any real ‘responsibilities.’ The idea that 
combat pilots are required to not only endure 
these incredible forces in three dimensions, but 
also simultaneously operate complex sensor and 
weapon systems, is mind-boggling. 

Just as I was coming to grips with the kind of 
abilities the good gentleman in the seat in front of 
me possessed, he returned us to level flight and 
asked “Do you want to take the stick now?”

I hesitated a moment before blurting out a “Yes!”

Stick Time
Hans first put the aircraft into autopilot and 
showed me how to steer using the rudder 
pedals. The Gripen autopilot only disconnects if 
it detects manual input to the stick or throttle. 
Using the pedals allows a pilot to steer the aircraft 
in the horizontal plane (i.e. heading only) while 
maintaining altitude. This is apparently a useful 
feature for long ferry flights, allowing minor course 
changes while still flying ‘hands off.’

After I had demonstrated that I could adequately 
follow Hans’ instructions from the front seat, he 
called “your controls” and I put my hands around 
the stick and throttle for the first time.

Initially, I simply followed his directions to 
roll and turn, easing or increasing control 
inputs as instructed. I was quite comfortable 
in the horizontal plane, and while constantly 
communicating my intentions to Hans, pulled 
progressively tighter turns and faster rolls. The 
g-suit that had initially been uncomfortable felt 
more and more natural, and the pressure on my 
legs barely registered as I manoeuvred the aircraft.

At one point Hans called “my controls” and pulled 
the aircraft around, explaining that I had been 
about to exit our ‘play area.’ He gained some height 
and asked if I felt up to some loops. “I’ll show you 
first,” he said, and without warning pushed the 
throttle forward and snapped the nose up. A gasp 
was all I managed before my arms were pinned 
against my body. I tried to place my hands on my 
thighs but my body was in no position to respond 
to my intentions! How in hell am I supposed to 
do this if my hands don’t even work, I thought to 
myself in a mild panic.

Once we returned to level flight, Hans pulled the 
throttle back and called “your controls.” I took a 
breath, gingerly nudged the throttle forward and 
pulled back on the stick. It turned out that having 

Receiving the Best Young Journalist in Aerospace and  
Defence at the International Aerospace Media Awards  
(London, July 2016) presented by Air Chief Marshal  
Sir Stephen Dalton, former Chief of the Royal Air Force
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something to grip – the stick and throttle – helped 
keep one’s arms in place. My right forearm was 
more or less stuck to my thigh, but that scarcely 
mattered because my hand and wrist was doing 
most of the heavy lifting. On the left, my arm was 
certainly being pushed down and away from the 
throttle, but again, simply hanging on to the handle 
was enough to keep everything where it was 
supposed to be. The loop itself was exhilarating, 
although the incredible view did momentarily 
distract me, prompting Hans to remind me to 
“keep pulling”! Once I returned to level flight again, 
I did a few more turns and rolls before asking 
Hans if I could try an Immelmann (roll off the top, 
where the aircraft enters a loop, but once inverted 
at the apex, is rolled upright instead of completing 
the circle). 

“Sure,” came the reply, and I duly pushed the 
throttle forward, held the stick back for a few 
seconds and then snapped the aircraft into a roll 
to the left once we were inverted. It wasn’t going 

to win any aerobatics awards, but I ended up more 
or less level at the top of the loop, with the nose 
pointing slightly up and a little more to the left than 
a seasoned pilot might have managed. 

That’s when I made my first ‘mistake’ – I simply 
pushed the stick forward to regain the horizon. 
Negative G is a thoroughly unnatural, unsettling 
feeling, and that one attempted correction was 
enough to ensure that my stick did not move 
forward for the rest of the flight! 

Having enjoyed looping in the upward direction, I 
considered requesting Hans if I could try a Split-S, 
but then he asked if we should re-join the other 
Gripen and head back to Yelahanka. I would have 
been happy to stay up in the air all afternoon, but 
I understood it was more a statement of intent 
than a question! 

Fredrik and Srinjoy formed up on our left as I flew 
at 6,000 feet to a waypoint called ‘Mike’ just short 
of Yelahanka. There, Hans called “my controls” 
for the final time and brought our formation 
thundering over the runway from the west for a 
sharp right hand break above the airfield, before 
flying a curved approach down to the threshold. 
Since a lot of aircraft were starting up and taxiing 
for the afternoon show display block, we coasted 
to the eastern end of the runway instead of 
carrying out the Gripen’s trademark short landing 
and vacating at the flightline itself. 

We turned off the runway near the ATC tower and 
joined a queue of aircraft on the apron, bringing 
to an end one of the most exhilarating hours 
of my life. With the aircraft idling gently on the 
tarmac, Hans gave his last instruction of the day: 
“Disarm seat.”

I depressed the catch and pulled the switch up. 
“Seat disarmed,” I said, through a wide grin. I didn’t 
care whether I sounded like a fighter pilot or not.A report by Angad on the Navy's INAS 551 Phantoms
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D O S C O S  I N  S P O R T

Doon Hero -  
Arun Sondhi 
Abhimanyu Singhi 
229 H, 2003

Arun Sondhi 572 K, 1980 won his first gold medal 
at the 1990 World Powerlifting Championships, 
setting a new world record for a disabled athlete. 
Having lost the use of his legs in a freak road 
accident in 1983, Arun’s fighting spirit saw him 
become a world class athlete, a trainer and a 
rehabilitator. In 1998 he won gold at the Open 
World Powerlifting Championship setting a new 
world record in bench press not only for the 
disabled but even the able-bodied, with a lift 
of 172.5 kg in the 56 kg body weight category. 
That made him part of a rather “exclusive club” 
of people who have lifted three times their own 
body weight. Currently Arun works with a public-
sector unit called Vasahallen, based in Hedemora, 
Sweden. He is involved with active rehabilitation of 

spinal injury patients and also teaches the same to 
physiotherapists and occupational therapists. He 
also trains and coaches para athletes who have 
chosen to compete at the highest level.

Tell us about your sporting days at school and 
college.
In School I played almost every sport. I got 
my Games Blazer in S form. In Stephen’s I got 
admission into BA Pass via the Sports Quota 
and got my full colours in boxing, athletics, cross 
country and football. I was also college boxing 
captain. In those days, it was some sort of 

The universe of Dosco has always been rife with tales of excellent sportsmen. In keeping with the 
tradition of the best schools of old, Doon's sportsmen were often also gentlemen; fair and exemplary. 
While many question if such characters necessarily endure today, we might all agree that the ones we 

remember fondly, are those who brought out the best in us, on and off the field. Documenting memories, 
tales, legends and heroes, here are the sportsmen we remember from a number of eras of Doon.

That winning feeling!

"Friendships are born on the athletic f ield  
of strife and are the real gold of  

competit ion. Awards become corroded, 
fr iends gather no dust."

- Jesse Owens
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achievement to get four colours in college. I also 
went for a national event in pentathlon which got 
me a national award in physical fitness from the 
Government of India. I even represented Delhi 
state in boxing and athletics. 

During a footie match against RIMC, I scored a 
'freak' goal from near the half line. Some days later 
Mr Vohra was teaching his class probability, and 
he took my goal as a perfect example of a long 
shot. The following Saturday we played against 
RIMC again. Unaware of what had transpired in 
Mr Vohra's class I tried the same thing and scored 
again! When his class met the next time, they were 
all set to confront him with this. Bond of course 
knew what was coming and pre-empted them 
with "and that is what is called an exception to the 
rule, much like my frond Mr Sondhi himself, who 
continues to defy logic."

In my A-form, the British High Commission came 
to School with a formidable side consisting of 
players from the legendary MCC. They were 
confident of winning with their professional 
players spear-headed by the blistering fast bowler 
Mr Lee. Realising this, School fielded a combined 
team of masters and boys. What MCC did not 
know was two of our masters, Mr RP Devgan and 
Mr Sarvesh Naidu had been English County and 
Ranji Trophy cricketers! Together they took the 
visitors' bowling apart, scoring over 350 runs in 
no time, much to the dismay of a white to pink to 
red to purple-faced Mr Lee et al. Of course, School 
won and I can never forget the look of satisfaction 
(mildly put) on Mr Vohra's face.

In my Sc-form the HM Gulab Ramchandani 
announced at assembly that School will be 
sending a team to the IPSC Athletics Meet at Rai. 
Athletics season had not started at School so 
captain Sanjay Labroo (552 T, 1980) and Mr HC 
Pant, master-in-charge of athletics had to choose 
a team on very short notice. We went without 
any expectations. Rajiv Nanda (576 T, 1980) who 
had been practicing his pole vault regularly, using 
mosquito net poles made of bamboo during rest 
hour became the first Dosco to win a medal at the 
Inter Public Schools Meet.

Was sport ever a career option for you? 
No. In those days, after finishing college, you 
either studied further or took up a job. Sports was 
not really a career unless of course you were a 
cricketer. My father had always been in the tea 
industry and I wanted to join as well. We were 
close to Kaziranga National Park and I wanted to 
open a lodge that combined both tea gardens and 
a wildlife experience for guests, which was novel 
at the time.

Could you tell us about the accident.
It was 1983 - my third year of college in St 
Stephen’s, Delhi. I was getting back to college on 

Extensive coverage in the Swedish press
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my motorbike and I stopped at a red light near 
Pragati Maidan. There was a DTC bus behind me 
and its brakes failed, so it ran straight into me and 
I got crushed under it. They admitted me to LNJP 
Hospital which at that time was not fully equipped 
for my condition. I suffered a lot of injuries with 
my spinal cord being completely destroyed, and I 
also lost my left leg below the knee, on the spot. 
The other injuries healed but the spinal cord could 
not be repaired. I basically became a paraplegic – 
someone who is paralyzed in the legs. 

They shifted me to AIIMS where I underwent a host 
of surgeries. My parents were in the tea business in 
Assam and had to move to Delhi. My brother was 
a captain in the merchant navy and he left that job 
to come back to take care of me. We wanted to 
go to the UK for rehabilitation, but my dad’s batch 
mate from Doon (my father MML Sondhi was 161 
K, 1942) – Ranjit Rai (7 H, 1941) suggested that we 
go to Sweden instead where his nephew Dr Sherdil 
Nath was a renowned doctor. So, I went to Sweden 
and my rehab there went very well. Both my legs 
are still completely paralyzed and I use a manual 
wheelchair to get around.

How did you cope with the emotions of the 
accident?
For me the worst times were in our flat in Delhi. 
My entire family’s life had begun to revolve around 
me and that was getting to me. My physical state 
was not very good and I kept thinking, “Why should 
I prolong this?” But once I got the opportunity to 
come to Sweden, everything changed. After my 
rehabilitation, I became independent and no longer 
a burden on my family. That was my tipping point 
and from there on I never looked back.

How were you supported by friends and family at 
this time?
My brother Harshul Sondhi (161 KB, 1976) was in 
the Merchant Navy and he did not appear for his 
Captain’s exams in order to take care of me. My 

father had to retire from 
the tea industry and all 
of them moved to Delhi 
to be with me. Mr Gulab 
Ramchandani, who was 
my dad’s batchmate from 
school, wrote to Rajiv 
Gandhi and he allocated 
us a gas agency in Saket 
which my parents looked 
after. So from 1983 to 
1986 – I survived those 
three years only because 

of family and friends. 

Tell us about continuing with sport even after the 
disability. 
All the sports and physical activities that I did 
in school and college, stood me in good stead 
when I was recovering from my injury. In Sweden, 
I started doing para sports and I was training to 
become an instructor for active rehab. I decided 
to take up bench press and power lifting. Over 
time, with some practice, my strength and skills 
developed and in 1990 I won my first World 
Championships and set a new world record for the 
disabled. In 1991 I set the ‘normal’ world record 
and then went on to win some more international 
medals. I wanted to compete for India but at that 
time they did not have an organization in place 
to help me do so. After retiring from Powerlifting 
in 1999, I have taken up Equestrian sports and 
I recently competed in the Swedish National 
Championships in Para Eventing (Dressage and 
Cross-country combined) with my horse Prinsen 
and won a very surprising silver medal, as well as 
the prestigious Best Horsemanship prize.

How difficult was it to practice and prepare for 
these sports? 
When you are using a manual wheelchair rather 
than a battery operated one and leading an active 
life, half your training happens in the chair itself. So 
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for powerlifting I only needed to put in 3-4 hours 
of training a week. Otherwise I was living a normal 
active life and doing things that other people did.

Tell us about the wheelchair you designed.
In 2003-04 when I had come to India to work with 
the Indian Spinal Injuries Centre, I did not make 
much progress as I was teaching Active Rehab 
and I didn’t have an Active User Wheelchair. The 
wheelchairs in India at that time were from the 
1950s. I had spoken to a number of manufacturers 
about the kind of wheelchair that we needed but 
they did not see a market for it. When I couldn’t 
get them on board, I decided to make my own 
wheelchair in 2005. So I built a prototype in the 
workshop of the hospital itself and called it The 
India Wheelchair. Mr Arun Kapoor, a former master 
at Doon and a Stephanian, told me that Pratap 
Dubey, a senior Dosco from the batch of 1972 
(who is also disabled and suffers from Polio), had 
an auto parts factory in Manesar. He gave me use 
of a space there and once I had manufactured a 
few wheelchairs, Pratap decided to take up the 
project. Another Dosco – Arjun Khosla, batch 
of 1974 – also helped out with sturdy wheels 

from his mountain bike manufacture. I didn’t 
patent it because the active wheelchair was then 
introduced in India.

Paralympic medallist Amit Kumar Saroha called 
you a role model. 
I was the one who introduced Amit (Asian gold-
medallist and record-holder in discus) to para-
sports. And Deepa Malik who became the first 
Indian woman to win a medal (silver in shot put) at 
the Paralympics. I helped these people with their 
rehab. In fact, Amit had an injury that was more 
severe than mine and I was not certified to train 
him. But since there was no other trainer available 
at the Indian Spinal Injuries Centre, I decided to 
help him out. He really got inspired by that. 

The same was the case with Rijul Kochhar, (93 
H, 2007) who suffered a spinal cord injury in 
School. I worked really hard with him and once we 
were done with his rehab he became completely 
independent. I taught him how to drive in my car 
with hand controls. We then arranged for him to 
get his own set of hand controls from Sweden 
and he could then drive himself from his home 
at Dwarka to Stephen’s where he was studying. 
Becoming independent helped him pursue his 
higher studies and now he is at MIT. So that felt 
great for me. 

Then there was another Dosco - Aruj Pal Singh 
(312 O, 2010) who had suffered a spinal injury 
after a car accident in Dehradun in his A or S form. 
I had helped with his rehab and recently, he called 
me from Cologne in Germany to let me know 
he has enrolled in the university there for post 
grad studies. 

I have had different role models at different points 
in my life too. When I was newly injured, I saw 
other people who had similar injuries to mine - 
doing some fantastic things. And there was my 
very wise and great all-round sportsman father 
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(Mohan Sondhi, 161 K, School Football Captain in 
1942) who passed on the values inculcated in him 
during his time in Doon under Arthur Foot. 

Who was your 
favourite teacher 
at school? Any 
incidents that you 
remember?
Mr Gurdial Singh 
was high on that list. 
Whenever we had a 
test scheduled for 
class we would try 
and distract him by 
asking about some 
Siberian migratory 
bird and half the 

class would be gone in that discussion. It was 
not like he did not realize what we were doing, but 
he just felt that that particular topic was equally 
important. He was a true educationist who did not 
restrict his classes to book learning. Once some 
guy had spelled ‘champagne’ incorrectly in The 
Weekly and Guru spent the entire class telling us 
about what champagne is and how it is made. 
The one master who surprised us all was our then 
newly appointed HM Mr Gulab Ramchandani, 
(225 T, 1944) took over from the great Col Simeon 
during what I am told, was a rather difficult period 

in our school's history. And what a great job he did, 
greatly loved and respected by the boys and staff 
of Doon who were there during his tenure. May he 
rest in peace.

Immortal Heroes of 
Doon 1952 - 1960
Ashim Kumar Mukherjee 
44 T, 1958

Many years ago, perhaps 10 or even more I had 
written two articles for the Rose Bowl, one on 
the best cricket team and the other on the best 
football team of the school between the years 
1952 and 1960 - the time I was there.
 
The articles received a warm response from Old 
Boys the world over who read them with wistful 
nostalgia. I was inundated with messages from as 
far away as Vancouver in Canada. At 77 and in my 
sunset years, I thought I would pen another one 
about heroes to those of us at School between 1952 
and 1960. Regrettably many of them are no longer 
now amongst us but this has not thwarted my 
tribute to them. Maybe their children will draw pride 
and joy from knowing that their father was one of 
the Doon School's greatest assets at the time.
 
May I seek forgiveness of a few that I may have 
unwittingly left out and who would have justifiable 
cause to feel hurt. Quite honestly I would be 
perfectly ready to accept a round of 'belated Blue 
Cards' for this errant omission. By the way in 
case 'Blue Cards' have now been replaced with 
something more euphemistic I would be more 
than willing to accept that too.
 
I must confess I have consciously avoided a few 
of my seniors in Tata House who though fit to be 
considered 'heroes' failed to make the cut because 

Arun's new passion
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we, then juniors were aware of them indulging 
in habits and practices not conducive to setting 
examples for youngsters. Ok, then here it comes.
 

Man Mohan Thapar 
99 J, Jai Singh 
Koregaonkar 166 K, 
Daljit Singh (Tony), 
78 H, (perhaps the 
greatest all-rounder 
the school has ever 
produced). Arshad 
Rashid (Sufi, the 

perfect gentleman) 233 K, Harinderjit Singh (Billy) 
234 H, Rajbir Singh 4 H, can anyone forget him 
singing those soulful numbers from CH Atma 
and Talat Mahmood? Also Rajbir's famous Anglo-
Punjabi number 'Lagta Hai Darling Thetho Darni ....' 
remains in our hearts even now. Shyama Prasad 
Mookerjee 172 H, (anointed as the best school 
captain by the venerable John Martyn). Inder Lal 
Sethi 200 T, the soft spoken outstanding individual 
who could not even hurt a fly. Randhir Singh 304 
T the incomparable hero. His younger brother 
Siddharth Singh (Dolly) 303 T, Jaivir Singh 248 T 
(remember his watery eyes?). Asoka Ranganathan 
33 T (Cheeky), Ita'at Hussain 176 H, Ambika Nair 
272 T, (the only girl) in this list. HIP Verma 268 T, 
the holder of 100, 200 and 400 meters record for 
the longest period of time in the school's history. 
Arijit Banerjee 196 K, Vishnudharee Lal 183 K, 
Saday Chand Mahtab 66 K, Pranay Chand Mahtab 
70 K, Keshab Narayan Chaudhry 144 K, his older 
brother Samudra Narayan Chaudhry (Sam) 25 
K, Aswini Bhide 132 J, Anil Moolgaonkar 75 T, 
Narinder Singh Salkan 81 T, (who defeated the UP 
Wrestling Champion at a match in school). The 
one and only Brahmanand Singh (Dandi) 76 T, Ajay 
Mallik 259 K, Vibhu Raj 245 K, Arijit Chowdhuri 
206 J, Parvinder Singh 136 J, Vimal Bhagat 50 
K, Kamal Bhagat 47 K, Raghu Sher Singh 110 T, 
Inder Singh Cheema 158 T, Pravesh Swani 106 T, 
Avanindra Joshi (Gim) 181 K, Jayant Kamat 186 H, 

Winston Thaike 203 K, B. N. Roy 103 T, Siddharth 
Sen (Shunno) 237 K, Kamaljit Chaudhri 48 J, Satbir 
Singh (Sunny) 227 J, Sushil Dubey 30 T, Narendra 
Lal Badhwar 157 T, Mani Shankar Aiyar 55 T, 
Krishna Chaudhuri (Chou) 15 H, Jai Singh Jadav 
171 K and Michael Dalvi 370 T.
 

May I hasten to add that I have deliberately omitted 
all of my very close friends from this list lest there 
be a feeling of favoritism. Only Shyama Prasad 
Mookerjee 172 H and Randhir Singh 304 T are the 
two exceptions. Anyone who knows them and their 
credentials in school will I am sure readily agree 
that these two were in a class of their own. Finally 
the boys (or rather men now) named herein are 
a mixed bag of outstanding sportsmen and top 
notch scholars or better still a combination of both.

Tour de Santé
Eeshat Tiwari 
545 H, 2013

The term Tour de Santé refers to the 1968 Tour de 
France, and translates to ‘The Health Tour’. It was 
named after Tom Simpson who died in an attempt 
to scale Mount Ventoux in the 1967 edition of 
the world’s most famous cycling race. My tour 

Arun Kumar Mukherjee  
(213 T, 1952)

Tata House Football Team (1948) with the trophy
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of Sri Lanka was my Tour de Santé - an attempt 
to celebrate my good health after six months of 
bed rest.

A quick look on Google Maps was all I needed 
to make my plan. Start from Colombo and take 
a near-full circle of the island’s perimeter. The 
total distance I settled on was about 1600 km – 
meaning 16 long days on the road. While I was 
going to be completely self-sufficient, I decided to 
do more than just ride around a foreign country. I 
wanted to discuss mental illness and the stigma 
that came with it, and I would attempt to bring 
up the issue with the locals over chai at every 
dhaba I ate at.

Once the plan was made, I started training to 
the best of my ability. For three long months, I 
was waking up every 
morning at 0430 hours 
and sleeping at 2200 
hours. My social life 
came to a screeching 
halt - I rode six days a 
week, and introduced 
climbing sessions, 
interval training, 

mountain biking, and a mix of squash and running 
into my routine. I travelled to Chandigarh and 
Bombay to work on my climbing ability. In the 
last two weeks, I switched over to the Super-Fast 
Jellyfish Programme, wherein I rode 100 km every 
day. This was the fittest I had ever felt, and I was 
finally ready to get a whiff of the deep blue sea 
around Sri Lanka.

Once in Colombo, I spent two days packing my 
panniers (bike bags), assembling my cycle and 
hunting for the tastiest prawn curry in town. 
I started my ride from Spinner Café (a cyclist 
cafe), which also became my headquarters in the 
country. I headed north towards Mannar Island, 
with a quick detour to Anuradhapura, home of the 
oldest living human-planted tree in the world. In 
the first week, simple problems like headwind and 
flat tires plagued me. I was still getting used to 
interacting with the locals and figuring out a set 
meal plan for the day – coconut water, chocolate 
milk, rice and curry, kotthu (Sri Lanka’s answer to 
a biryani-cum-chow mein), and fish-roti was the 
best I could do. It was important I kept piling on 
the food, and Sri Lanka was a food haven for the 
struggling cyclist. The highlight of the first week 
was the time I walked out of my hotel room (in my 
boxers, I must add) for a glass of water, only to be 
blindsided by about 250 people in the middle of a 
wedding ceremony. It couldn’t get worse, could it?

The road to Mannar was mostly flat, and the 
100-km-a-day plan had worked out brilliantly up 

Standing under Tour de France flags at the end of the tour

Sign boards never seemed  
so scary!

Picture perfect sunset
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till this point. After turning east, I was greeted by 
the deadly climbs of the central region. Days got 
more taxing, and riding time increased by about 6 
hours. Spending 11 hours in the sun wasn’t ideal, 
but Greg LeMond’s words kept me going. ‘You 
don’t buy upgrades, you ride up grades.’ After a 
gruesome four days in the hills, I was in Batticaloa, 
one of the worst hit towns of the 2004 tsunami. 
The hills hadn’t been the only problem though. On 
the way there, my curiosity of exploring unknown 
roads kicked in and I decided to choose a dirt track 
instead of the highway. The result was a horrible 
and scary 3 hours of riding through a forest, an 
erstwhile LTTE stronghold, with no water or food 
for 40 km. 

I was a little smarter there on, and safely managed 
to get to Arugam Bay - famous for its nigh barren 
beaches and surfing. The surfing season had 
just ended so I was one of the few tourists in the 
isolated town. The bars still served beer so an 
American surfer and I spent the evening chatting 
over chilled draught. On an exploration ride in Yala 
Sanctuary, I managed to wreck my phone and was 
without any means of communication for the rest 
of the tour. It seemed frustrating for a while, but I 
soon got used to it.

The next few days were spent running from wild 
elephants, something the locals were very casual 
about. After crossing the sanctuary roads, I was 
left with the home stretch. Colombo was just 400 
km away. But things got tricky from here on. I got 

a bad stomach and 
with a lack of energy 
I lost my motivation 
to ride. I took a 
long pit stop in 
Mirissa and waited 
to heal. This was a 
town like no other. 
The small town 
stretched along 
1.5 km of tarmac, 
parallel to the 
ocean. There was 

only one word on everyone’s mind here: P-A-R-T-Y! 
I saw the majestic blue whale too, so the illness 
became a blessing in disguise. Post this lush 
holiday, I got back on the bike and rode towards 
the seaside town of Galle, where I spent the most 
beautiful evening with a lovely group of travellers 
from Australia and England. We gulped copious 
amounts of beer and spoke our hearts to each 
other. This was definitely the highlight of my tour. 

The next morning was my last day on the bike 
and the finish line was only 140 km away. I was 
consumed by a mix of emotions. I was happy to 
finish this mammoth ride, but also sad that this 
beautiful experience was coming to an end. I was 
soon distracted by my last attempt at making 
a complete fool of myself. Halfway through the 
ride, I halted at a turtle zoo of sorts for a quick 
loo break. Once relieved, I walked around and 

Officials at the monastery insisted 
I cover my legs

Anuradhapura - The cIty of ruins

The famous stilts used for tuna fishing
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saw the locals taking pictures of the turtles 
and laughing. I snapped at the crowd, telling 
them about animal cruelty. The woman next 
to me giggled and said this was actually a 
conservatory, where they rescue and rehabilitate 
injured turtles. I had done it again. 

At the end of it, this attempt to test my boundaries 
and talk about my deepest fears with strangers felt 
surreal. The urge to explore a new country on my 
bike had been a success and I learnt new lessons 
about life on the road. Bohoma istuti - thank you 
very much, Sri Lanka!

Soccer Team Antics 
1997
Rahul Chaudhuri
309 O, 1998
 
The school team was captained by Nishant 
Nawani (313 K, 1998) in 1997 and we went to 
play a match against St. George's in Mussoorie 
on their 'bajri' grounds.
 
The start of the game was delayed due to heavy 
fog on the ground. Despite being the goalkeeper, 
I could not see the defenders or the first D line 
on the ground. Since we were losing time the 
decision was made to start the game regardless 
of the fog. Unfortunately, the kick off from the 
centre field was taken by the St George’s team.
They obviously knew exactly where the goal post 
was on their home turf and blindly but accurately 
kicked a super high ball towards my goal.
 
All I could see was clouds of fog, although my 
hearing senses caught loud screams of all my 
team mates screaming out my name through the 
dense clouds saying "SUNNY!!!! BALL!!!!'. 

I glanced up into the cloudy sky in anticipation 
and suddenly as if it were a celestial pumpkin 
dropping out of the sky, I saw a whizzing football 
coming through. To the relief of my team mates, 
I got my hands around the said 'celestial offering' 
to save a most certain 'blind' goal! Soon enough 
the skies cleared and we went on to beat St 
George’s 5-2. 

I often reminisce about the ‘sesquicentennial’ 
soccer tournament at Sanawar. 

That word was a tongue twister and I had 
certainly heard it for the first time. My memories 
often go back to the last league game we played 
in that tournament. Having already been knocked 
out, we had nothing to gain but lost pride. 
 
It was against DPS (if I remember correctly) and 
we drew the game 3-3. Every time we'd concede 
a goal, we'd hit back with an equaliser within 
10 minutes. It was a well fought game and one 
goal stands out in my mind. I remember Pervez 
Khan (O House), our centre back, making a solo 
effort from our half, dribbling past 5-6 guys and 
tapping one in past the keeper in the end to finally 
equalise 3-3. 
 
Many years later, when YouTube began trending, 
I remember watching a soccer history video. I 
saw the ‘goal of the century’ that Diego Maradona 
scored against England in the quarter finals of 
the 1986 World Cup. I had a very strong deja vu 
feeling watching that solo effort. 

I remember Pervez himself being ‘zapped’ at the 
end of his goal. Self-doubt written all over his 
face, as if he was asking himself ‘Did I really do 
that?’ And we'd seen the goal of the 1997 soccer 
season as far as I was concerned.
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On a windy and sunny Saturday afternoon on the April, 
22nd at School, the DSOBS played an inaugural tennis 
fixture against the school team. A compact three 
member team of all former tennis captains at Doon - 
Sanjeev Kassal (295 T, 1974), Arun Khanna (90 H, 1973) 
and Rahul Chaudhuri (309 O, 1998) travelled to school 
to play a few sets of tennis with the boys and provide 
some guidance on the sport. 

While the Sheel Vohra Memorial Cricket fixture between 
DSOBS and the Doon School took place outside School, 
the tennis courts on campus were buzzing with activity.

The new courts are synthetic and in very good 
condition - a far cry from the old cement and gravel 
'bajri' courts between the Main Building and the Main 
Field in my time. While the previous location was far 
more picturesque, it had the distraction of all those who 
needed to pass through. The new spot is nicely tucked 

away near the swimming pool, offering the perfect 
isolation and serenity for good concentration! Throw 
in a flood-lit court and you can truly appreciate the 
upgradation of the sport at our alma mater.

The event was well attended by a curious few who 

wanted to know how it was all going. Few friends of 
the school team boys stayed around to cheer while a 
few teachers, including the headmaster - Mr Matthew 
Raggett, deputy headmaster - Mr Phillip Burrett as well 
as the Tennis master in charge - Mr Aseem Tripathi 
came together to drive the confidence of the boys. 

The Doon School was represented by Rishank Mohan 
Kala, Avyukt Kochhar, Kathik Subbaih, Naman Aggarwal, 
Archit Oberoi and Aaradhya Aggarwal.

The Old Boys vs Doon School Tennis fixture comprised 
a total of five sets of singles matches and one set of 
doubles matches. Sanjeev Kassal won his set vs the 
School tennis captain Rishank Mohan Kala 6-0, Arun 
Khanna played Avyukt Kochhar and won 6-1 and also 
blanked Naman Aggarwal 6-0, Rahul Chaudhuri won 6-2 
against Kartik Subbaih and then easily beat Archit Oberoi 
6-0. Finally Sanjeev and Arun played a set of doubles 
against Rishank and Avyukt and pulled through 6-3. 

Sanjeev and Arun provided some input and advice to 
the boys on how to improve their level of play. Sanjeev 
also spoke to the headmaster on the importance of 
advanced coaching and felt that it was imperative in 
order to achieve a higher standard. According to him, 
the lack of specialised instruction was one area where 
boarding institutions such as Doon had a handicap 
as compared to schools in metropolitan cities, where 
academies, personal coaching and regular participation 
in tournaments was readily available.

On a lighter note, Ghori pointed out that he and Sanjeev 
were older than the parents of all the boys! 
All-in-all it was a wonderful afternoon of tennis and 
for the three of us to be back on a tennis court in 
Chandbagh after 44, 43 and 19 years respectively, was 
quite a remarkable feeling. 

Going forward, the aim is to make tennis a regular 
school v DSOBS activity.

Old Boys Trump 
Young Guns at Tennis
Rahul Chaudhuri 
309 O, 1998

Former Tennis Captains Rahul Chaudhuri (309 O, 1998), 
Sanjeev Kassal (295 T, 1974), Arun Khanna (90 H, 1973) - 
back row 2nd, 3rd and 5th from left, with the School Team
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Dear Dosco Community,

It’s been a busy quarter at your Secretariat 
since the April issue of The Rose Bowl. Time 
seems to have flown with numerous rounds 
of meetings, lots of deliberations, exchange of 
ideas and suggestions, and all this, from within 
the community! 

The month of May (Friday, the 19th) saw the Old 
Boys' hockey team, led by Kunal Sharma (473 J, 
1993) visit the ‘hallowed portals of heaven itself’ 
aka Chandbagh to play the annual hockey fixture 
with the School. The high-spirited encounter 
resulted in the younger, stronger and fitter legs of 
the School boys getting the better of the OB team 
by 3 goals to 1. The following day the United For 
Hockey team (an initiative of a combined team of 
old boys from several public schools) played the 
School team only to be humbled 4-2 as well.
 
Your Society continues to support and participate 
in the ‘Feed The Hungry’ programme of the 
Delhi Langar Sewa Society, as part of one of our 
‘Aristocracy of Service’ initiatives. Thursday is the 
day of the week designated by the DLSS as the 
DSOBS Day. On Thursdays we mobilized outside 
AIIMS. We again appeal to all Doscos and families 
to participate in this noble initiative. Many of you 
have donated for langars on anniversaries and on 
other significant dates. Doscos and families are 
also welcome to participate by doing ‘kar seva’ at 
the langar site, by helping feed the people. For this 

you can come on any langar day (Monday - Friday), 
prior information of your participation to the 
Secretariat is requested. The Delhi Langar Sewa 
Society has held their General Body Meetings at 
the Secretariat on May 20 and July 29.

The month of May also witnessed the Annual 
Meeting of the EC of The DSOBS with the Board 
of Governors of the School. This year the two 
organisations put their heads together on May 24. 
This was a very significant meeting. It witnessed 
the signing of The Chandbagh Accord. This 
document is a set of guidelines for formally putting 
in place a working relationship between the School 
and The DSOBS, in the spirit of the Memorandum 
of Association of your Society. The idea being that 
the aims, objects and the very basis of forming 
the Society are met. Another significant decision 
taken at this meeting was the handing over of 
appropriate space on campus to the DSOBS to set 

DSOBS Secretariat
Update
Ashutosh Goyal
392 K, 1986

Gautam Thapar, Chairman BoG with Jaswinder Singh Bull, 
President DSOBS after signing The Chandbagh Accord
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up a permanent store to sell memorabilia round 
the year. A room in the Kilachand Library was 
subsequently allocated to the Society. You will all 
be thrilled to note that the permanent memorabilia 
store will be up and running well before Founder’s 
Day this year. A suitable date will be finalized very 
soon for the formal inauguration. The Memorabilia 
Sub-Committee is working overtime, under 
the guidance of Tarun Tahiliani (734 T, 1980), 
to ensure that the store is well populated with 
high-end memorabilia. 

A Memorial Meeting was held in the School on 
May 31 in honour of Gulab Ramchandani (225 
T, 1942), the fifth headmaster of the School and 
the first Dosco headmaster, who passed away 
on April 13, this year. A large number of Doscos, 
friends and well-wishers of Gulab attended to pay 
their respects. Rich tributes were showered upon 
the noble soul. A Condolence Book signed by the 
Doscos who attended the memorial get-together 
held at The DSOBS Secretariat on April 27, was 
presented to Gulab’s son, Vivek (179 J, 1972). 

On June 2nd, the Welham Boys’ School Society 
conferred upon Gulab Ramchandani the title 
of Chairman Emeritus at a function held at the 
Welham Boys’ School, which I had the pleasure of 
witnessing. At the function Vivek Ramchandani 
inaugurated a new hostel building which was 
dedicated to Gulab. 

Your Secretariat’s conference facilities continue to 
attract people. The Institute of Internal Auditors, 
Delhi, used the amenities on two occasions to hold 
their meetings, on June 16 and July 25.

The Annual Doon versus Mayo Cricket Match at 
Bangalore was held on June 18, 2017. Shrivats 
Chandra (48 J, 2008) demolished the Mayo batting 
line-up with 5 wickets for 30 runs. He was ably 
supported by batch-mate Rituraj Raizada (42 O, 
2008) who claimed 2 wickets for 15 runs and 
young Sikandar Suri (288 O, 2017) who scalped 2 
wickets for 22 runs. After restricting Mayo to 150 
runs in 30 overs, Rajdeep Deo Bhanj (355 T, 2011) 
devastated the Mayo attack with an unbeaten 
75. Giving him company till the end was Nikhil 
Gumbhir (378 K, 2005) who was unbeaten on 16. 
Sikandar Suri also chipped in with 20 runs. Doon 
reached the target in just 22 overs, beating Mayo b 
6 wickets. 

Come summer, and the ‘baba log’ fly away to 
the cooler climes of Europe, America and other 
getaways, for their summer sojourns. Just the 
perfect time to collect everyone for a get-together. 
Time for the Annual Summer Get-togethers.

LONDON 23.06.17
Arjun Sahay (76 H, 1973) hosted the London get-
together at the Mayfair Hotel on June 23rd. Along 
with Vivek Thadhani (532 O, 1995) and Nimai 

DSOBS Jt Sec Ashutosh Goyal presents Vivek Ramchandani 
the Condolence Book

Honouring Gulab - The Legend
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Swaroop (11 H, 1996), the DSOBS London reps., a 
great event was organized that garnered a large 
attendance. President Jaswinder Singh Bull and 
vice president Rahul Kohli attended along with 
Gautam Thapar (Chairman of Board of Governors) 
and the headmaster, Mr Matthew Raggett. In a 
first, six presidents of The DSOBS were present on 
the occasion! 
 
TORONTO 25.06.17
Our indomitable Canada rep, Ravi Chaudhry (244 
K, 1964), along with Anup Israni (127 H, 1967), 
set up a rendezvous for Doscos at the JW Mariott 
Hotel, Toronto on June 25th. President Jaswinder 
Singh Bull and the headmaster were spotted 
having a great time partying with the Dosco gang!

There was a full-house in London with one hundred and 
eighty guests in attendance. Many doscos from India 
planned their summer break to overlap the dinner

There was plenty of catching-up to do

The President with his Canadian think-tank

Six Presidents of DSOBS in London: (L-R) Harpal Singh,  
Darshan Singh, Sunil Kumar Munjal, Gautam Thapar - 
Chairman BoG, Jaswinder Singh Bull - current President 
DSOBS, Nitin Kapoor, Pushpinder Singh Chopra, Matthew 
Raggett - Head Master

Watching the presentation
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NEW YORK 28.06.17
The ever gracious Amit Sawhney (252 T, 1973), 
our New York rep again flung open the doors of 
his house to the Dosco fraternity on June 28th. 
Shubho Ghosh (472 O, 1993) the other New 
York rep, worked untiringly to ensure that the 

attendees list was much longer than in previous 
years. President Jaswinder Singh Bull and vice 
president Rahul Kohli flew in, along with Gautam 
Thapar (Chairman of Board of Governors) and the 
headmaster, Mr Matthew Raggett.

The Inter-House Football Tournament was held 
at Plaza Farms on June 29th & 30th. Hyderabad 
House emerged victorious, beating a spirited 
Oberoi House in the finals. It was a live-wire match 
that stretched to sudden death with the final 
score reading 5-3. Thus ended the dominance of 
Jaipur House on the football field. It was great 
to see seniors like Vivek Seth (915 J, 1982) and 
Raghuvendra (Donny) Singh (878 T, 1982) who 
were there on both the days, inspiring, advising 
and cheering for the young players from their 
respective houses. Abhishek (Boozy) Misra’s (253 
J, 1991) company, Dunamis Sports, and Karam 
Rai Mehra (184 J, 2003) need to be congratulated 
for organizing and micro-managing a great 
tournament.

Founder’s this year is on 13th – 14th October. The 
schedule has been clipped and made slicker. The 
Annual General Meeting of The DSOBS shall be 
held on Saturday, October 14. We urge the batches 
celebrating their jubilees, to attend Founder’s in 
large numbers. We look forward to seeing you all 
in School over the Founder’s weekend, especially 
at the AGM of your Society.

The guests were all ears at the DSOBS President's welcome

The men who made it happen

Gautam Thapar addresses the gathering

The trophies being awarded after the tournament
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